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 REMADE Institute Proposals Submission Process 
 Background 

The REMADE Institute is a Manufacturing USA Institute launched in January 2017 that is focused 
on increasing the reuse, recycle, and remanufacture of metals, fibers, polymers, and electronic 
waste.  The Institute will leverage up to $70 million in federal funding from the U.S. Department 
of Energy’s Advanced Manufacturing Office (DOE-AMO) that will be matched by $70 million in 
cost-share commitments from industry, consortium members and partners. 

The Mission of the REMADE Institute is to enable the early stage applied research and 
development of key industrial platform technologies that could dramatically reduce the 
embodied energy and carbon emissions associated with industrial-scale materials production and 
processing.  

By focusing its efforts on addressing the knowledge gaps that will eliminate and/or mitigate the 
technical and economic barriers that prevent greater material recycling, recovery, 
remanufacturing, and reuse, the REMADE Institute seeks to motivate the subsequent industry 
investments that will be required to complete technology development and deploy these 
technologies across the U.S. manufacturing ecosystem.  

The three primary goals of REMADE are as follows: 1) develop technologies capable of reducing 
energy and emissions through a reduction in primary material consumption and an increase in 
secondary feedstock use in energy-intensive industries, 2) develop technologies capable of 
achieving “better than cost and energy parity” for key secondary materials, and 3) promote 
widespread application of new enabling technologies across multiple industries. 

To achieve these goals, the REMADE Institute has been organized around five nodes. Four of the 
nodes are aligned to the material life-cycle stages: a) Design for Re-X1, b) Manufacturing 
Materials Optimization, c) Remanufacturing and End-of-life Reuse, and d) Recycling and 
Recovery. A fifth node, Systems Analysis and Integration, is tasked with developing a consistent 
set of protocols, data sets, and tools for quantifying material flows and the life-cycle impacts of 
Institute activities. This node framework allows the Institute to address the cross-cutting 
challenges that occur at each stage of the material life-cycle for the four classes of materials that 
are relevant to REMADE: metals, polymers, fibers, and electronic waste (e-waste). 

 REMADE Institute Technical Performance Metrics (TPMs) 
To measure performance against the objectives outlined in Section 2.1, the REMADE Institute has 
established the following performance metrics: 

• Develop technologies capable of achieving cost parity for secondary materials 

• Develop technologies capable of reducing primary feedstock consumption and increase 

                                                      
1  Re-X is shorthand for recovery, reuse, remanufacturing, and recycling. While not specifically called out in the 

above definition, sub-processes such as disassembly, sorting, inspection, cleaning, and collection should also be 
considered to fall within the scope of Re-X. 
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secondary by 30% 

• Develop technologies capable of achieving 25% improvement in embodied energy efficiency 
in 5 years, and 50% in 10 years 

• Develop technologies capable of reducing energy demand of secondary feedstock processing 
by 30% in 5 years, and 50% in 10 years 

• Develop technologies capable of achieving 10x reduction in primary material feedstock and 
20% reduction in associated GHG 

• Develop manufacturing processes that enable cross-industry reuse of recycled feedstock. 

• Document the existence and growth of a domestic supply chain that is the focus of secondary 
materials manufacturing, document the Institute capabilities supporting the elements of the 
domestic supply chain, and assess the health of the domestic supply chain annually. 

 Project Call Purpose 
  The purpose of this project call is to solicit proposals focused on early stage research and 
development of key industrial platform technologies that could reduce the embodied energy and 
carbon emissions associated with industrial scale materials production and processing. Each 
proposal must address one of the nine RFP topics that have been developed. The details for each 
RFP topic are provided in Appendix B. 

To develop the list of RFP topics, the Technical Leadership Committee (TLC) drew upon the 
following sources of information: 

• 2018 REMADE Institute Technology Roadmap, which identifies the research activities that will 
help REMADE overcome the technical/economic barriers and underlying knowledge gaps 
preventing greater material recycling, recovery, remanufacturing, and reuse 

• Analysis of which technology development activities and material classes offered the greatest 
potential for REMADE to meet the TPMs listed in section 2.2 

• Interviews with REMADE Institute Member companies to identify to the greatest technical 
and economic challenges they face 

• Feedback provided by the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), Strategic Advisory Committee 
(SAC), and the Governance Committee (GC). 

Additional information describing the RFP development process can be found in Appendix A. 

To position the Institute to deliver relevant solutions that will motivate the subsequent industry 
investments required to develop and deploy technologies across the U.S.  manufacturing 
ecosystem, REMADE is interested in supporting projects that offer a significant advancement 
over state-of-the-art technology and clearly deliver impact aligned to the REMADE TPMs. 
Additional criteria that will be used to evaluate proposals can be found in sections 3.2 and 4.2. 

 Eligibility 
This RFP process is open to all REMADE Members and organizations interested in becoming 
members of the REMADE Institute. To be eligible to submit a Letter of Intent (LOI) and Project 

https://remadeinstitute.org/s/REMADE-Institute-Roadmap_041118_For-Screen.pdf
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Summary, the lead organization must be a member of REMADE by the LOI due date (December 
6, 2018). Do not include any proprietary information in the Project Summary as it may be subject 
to public release. 

To be eligible to submit an Exploratory Proposal or Full Proposal, proposal teams must have first 
submitted an LOI and a one-page Project Summary. To submit a proposal and participate in 
projects, all organizations on the proposal team MUST be members of the REMADE Institute 
before final proposals are due (February 11, 2019).  This requirement applies to all proposal team 
members independent of whether or not they will receive federal funding. To prevent potential 
disruptions to proposal teams, it is suggested that all members of the proposal team join the 
REMADE Institute no later than Monday, February 4, 2019.  

 Funding Available 
The REMADE Institute anticipates awarding up to $5.0 million under this RFP. Of this amount, 
$1.0 million has been designated for Exploratory Proposals, and $4.0 million has been 
designated for Full Proposals (See Section 2.7 below). The total amount awarded and the 
division of funding between Exploratory and Full Proposals will be commensurate with the quality 
of proposals received, the anticipated results, and impacts to REMADE and the U.S. 
manufacturing ecosystem. The REMADE Institute reserves the right to fund any proposal in full 
or in part, to request additional information to assist in the review process, and to reject any or 
all proposals. Awards are subject to the availability of funding.  REMADE is not obligated to make 
any awards under this RFP, and the REMADE Institute will administer all funds awarded under 
this RFP2. 

 Cost Share Requirements 
Projects require a minimum 1:1 cost share (i.e. every dollar of REMADE funding must be matched 
by at least one dollar of project team cost share). Cost share may be in-kind or cash but must be 
incurred within the project Period of Performance. All Cost Share must be allowable per the 
Cooperative Agreement and 2 CFR 200 as amended by 2 CFR 910 (For-Profit entities), as 
applicable. Specific sections regarding cost share include but are not limited to: 2 CFR 200.306, 2 
CFR 910.130, 2 CFR 910.352 and 2 CFR 200 Subpart E – Cost Principles.  

As shown in evaluation criteria for Technical and Management Capabilities for Exploratory 
(Section 3.3.2) and Full (Section 4.3.2) Proposals, the source of the cost share is one of the factors 
that is to be evaluated when assigning a rating. Cost share will be considered in aggregate and 
may be committed by the Lead Organization and/or any or all of the team members. When 
preparing the proposal and after a proposal has been selected for negotiation or awarded, it will 
be the responsibility of the Lead Organization to ensure that the 1:1 cost share requirement is 
met or exceeded and that all proposed cost share and reporting requirements are met. Cost share 
proposed by the Lead Organization and all team members must be clearly documented in the 
Cost Share Commitment Letters. It may not contain contingencies. 

                                                      
2  If a DOE Lab is selected for award, the funding would be administered directly from DOE-AMO through an Annual 

Operating Plan (AOP). 
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 Proposals Being Sought 
As part of this RFP, the REMADE Institute is seeking two types of proposals: Exploratory Proposals 
and Full Proposals.  Topic areas may seek either one or both types of proposals as indicated in 
Appendix B. The differences between each proposal type are explained below. 

 Exploratory Proposals  

Consistent with the REMADE Institute’s mission to enable the early stage applied research and 
development of key industrial platform technologies, Exploratory Proposals provide funding to 
demonstrate proof of concept and/or reduce uncertainty associated with high-risk/high-reward 
technical approaches. Because these projects are intended to be 12 months or less, and the 
maximum funding provided by REMADE will be $100K (that must be matched by at least $100K 
of proposal team cost share), they provide an ideal mechanism for organizations to pursue 
innovative concepts and seed further collaboration between REMADE partners. 

Once proof of concept has been demonstrated or key uncertainties have been successfully 
addressed, exploratory projects teams will be eligible to apply for Full Proposals in future 
competitive solicitations. To maximize the probability that exploratory projects have the 
potential to deliver significant impact toward achieving REMADE Institute performance metrics, 
each Exploratory Proposal should be guided by a significant industry-identified REMADE-relevant 
technical or economic barrier as identified in Appendix B. Given the focused workscope of 
exploratory projects, the length of Exploratory Proposals will be limited to 17 pages. 

Exploratory Proposals selected for award will be asked to submit an updated Statement of Project 
Objectives (SOPO) and detailed cost volume that will be reviewed by REMADE, the TLC, and the 
DOE-AMO. 

 Full Proposals 
In cases where the proof of concept has already been demonstrated or key uncertainties have 
been successfully addressed, proposal teams may submit a Full Proposal, which is limited to 21 
pages. Properly scoped Full Proposals are expected to culminate in validation of the technology 
by the end of the research effort. Project durations for Full Proposals must be 24 months or less. 
Each project will be managed through a stage-gate process, and funding will be released by 
budget period (typically 12 months) subject to successful completion of prior budget period 
Go/No-Go milestones. Unless specified in Appendix B, the maximum amount of REMADE funding 
for Full Proposals will be $500K.  Similar to Exploratory Proposals, proposal teams must provide 
cost share equal to the REMADE funding being requested. 

Full Proposals selected for award will be asked to submit an updated SOPO and detailed cost 
volume that will be reviewed by REMADE, the TLC, and the DOE-AMO. 

 RFP Process 
The REMADE Institute intends to utilize a two-step process for this RFP, which is shown on the 
following page. 
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 Letter of Intent and Project Summary 
The first step involves submittal of a Letter of Intent (LOI) and a one-page Project Summary. This 
step, which will be overseen by the TLC, serves three purposes. First, it is intended to ensure 
alignment of proposal ideas with the goals of the project call. Second, it enables the Institute to 
provide feedback to proposers early in the submittal process. Third, it provides the REMADE 
Institute an indication of how many proposals will be submitted in each topic area. This will 
enable REMADE to identify appropriate proposal reviewers consistent with the Institute’s 
conflicts of interest (COIs) policy, ultimately shortening the proposal review process.   

As part of the LOI submission, proposal teams are required to identify whether they are 
submitting an Exploratory Proposal or a Full Proposal. They will also be asked to identify the 
organizations that are part of their proposal team.  Because there are circumstances, where the 
members of a proposal team may change following the submission of an LOI, proposal teams are 
permitted to add or subtract Proposal Team Members after the LOI has been submitted. While 
submitting an LOI does not obligate the prospective Lead Organization to submit a proposal, a 
proposal will not be reviewed unless an LOI and Project Summary have been submitted by the 
LOI deadline. 

Finally, the LOI and one-page Project Summary should follow the guidelines provided in the 
LOI/Project Summary Template that is available on the REMADE Institute Project Call website.  

Overview of the RFP Process 

 

 Exploratory or Full Proposal 
The second step in the proposal submission process will involve preparation of either an 
Exploratory Proposal or a Full Proposal. This will take place once the Project Summary has been 
reviewed and the proposal team has received guidance from the REMADE team. Guidance may 
include the following information: 1) feedback regarding deficiencies in the proposed approach 
or the focus of the project, and 2) reviewers’ yes/no recommendation regarding whether or not 
the proposal team should submit an Exploratory or Full Proposal. 

THE YES/NO RECOMMENDATION REGARDING WHETHER TO SUBMIT AN EXPLORATORY OR FULL 
PROPOSAL IS NON-BINDING, AND PROPOSAL TEAMS ARE STILL FREE TO SUBMIT A PROPOSAL 
THAT ADDRESSES THE FEEDBACK THEY ARE PROVIDED. SIMILARLY, THE RECOMMENDATION TO 
SUBMIT AN EXPLORATORY PROPOSAL RATHER THAN A FULL PROPOSAL IS ALSO NON-BINDING, 
AND PROPOSAL TEAMS MAY STILL OPT TO SUBMIT A FULL PROPOSAL 

https://remadeinstitute.org/project-call-documentation/
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 Questions and Answers (Q&A) 
The REMADE Institute held a webinar from 1:00-3:00pm ET on Monday, October 1, 2018 during 
the annual REMADE member meeting. During the webinar, participants were provided an 
opportunity to ask questions to help clarify the RFP requirements. Answers to these questions 
have been compiled into a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) document and have been posted 
on the REMADE Institute Project Call website. This Project FAQ includes responses to questions 
that were not fully answered during the webinar. 

Questions regarding this RFP that arise during preparation of LOIs or proposals must be 
submitted to the following e-mail address: REMADE_RFP@remadeinstitute.org with the subject 
line: “REMADE-18-02 Q&A”. These questions will be answered directly.  In addition, they will be 
appended to the Project FAQ posted on the REMADE Institute Project Call website. 

  Submission Process for Letters of Intent and Project Summaries 

Letters of Intent and Project Summaries must comply with all requirements of this RFP and should 
be submitted electronically to: REMADE@remadeinstitute.org. Please include the following 
designation “LOI-REMADE-18-02-<Lead Organization>-Proposal Title” in the subject line of the e-
mail.   

To be eligible for review, each proposal team must submit its Letter of Intent and Project 
Summary no later than 5:00 p.m. ET, December 6, 2018. Late submissions will not be reviewed. 

Submitters will receive an email confirmation that their LOI and Project Summary have been 
received. 

Note: Costs incurred to develop the response to this RFP are the responsibility of the proposer 
and are not eligible for reimbursement (or allowable as cost share) under an award. 

 Proposal Submission Process for Exploratory Proposals 

Exploratory Proposals must comply with all requirements of this RFP and should be submitted 
electronically to: REMADE@remadeinstitute.org . Please include the following designation 
“Exploratory-REMADE-18-02-<Lead Organization>-Proposal Title” in the subject line of the e-
mail.   

To be eligible for review, each proposal team must submit its Exploratory Proposal and Cost 
Volume (using the EERE 335 Budget Justification Excel Template) no later than 5:00 p.m. ET, 
February 11, 2019. Late proposals will not be reviewed. 

Submitters will receive an email confirmation that their proposal was received. 

Note: Costs incurred to develop the response to this RFP are the responsibility of the proposer 
and are not eligible for reimbursement under the award. 

 Proposal Submission Process for Full Proposals 

Full Proposals must comply with all requirements of this RFP and should be submitted 
electronically to: REMADE@remadeinstitute.org . Please include the following designation 
“Full_Prop-REMADE-18-02-<Lead Organization>-Proposal Title” in the subject line of the e-mail.   

mailto:REMADE_RFP@remadeinstitute.org
mailto:REMADE@remadeinstitute.org
mailto:REMADE@remadeinstitute.org
https://www.energy.gov/eere/funding/downloads/budget-justification-eere-335-and-3351
mailto:REMADE@remadeinstitute.org
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To be eligible for review, each proposal team must submit its Full Proposal and Cost Volume 
(using the EERE 335 Budget Justification Excel Template) no later than 5:00 p.m. ET, February 11, 
2019. Late proposals will not be reviewed. 

Submitters will receive an email confirmation that their proposal was received. 

Note: Costs incurred to develop the response to this RFP are the responsibility of the proposer 
and are not eligible for reimbursement (or allowable as cost share) under an award. 

 Proposal Review and Award Process 
The review processes for the Exploratory Proposals and Full Proposals will be identical.  A detailed 
description of the process below. 

 Merit Review Process for Project Summaries 

The TLC will oversee the evaluation of all of the Project Summaries Papers consistent with the 
REMADE Conflict of Interest (COI) policy and COI mitigation plans. 

As part of the evaluation process, proposal teams will be provided with a list of any deficiencies 
that were identified during the review and a YES/NO recommendation whether to pursue their 
Exploratory or Full Proposal. THIS RECOMMENDATION IS NON-BINDING, AND PROPOSAL TEAMS 
ARE STILL FREE TO SUBMIT A PROPOSAL THAT ADDRESSES THE FEEDBACK THEY ARE PROVIDED.   

In some instances, proposal teams who submitted an LOI indicating their intent to submit a Full 
Proposal may be redirected toward submitting an Exploratory Proposal where the technical 
concept is well conceived but where there has been no proof of concept, uncertainties remain, 
or the cost, schedule, or technical risks are deemed too high. THIS RECOMMENDATION IS ALSO 
NON-BINDING, AND PROPOSAL TEAMS MAY STILL OPT TO SUBMIT A FULL PROPOSAL. 

 Merit Review Process for Exploratory Proposals and Full Proposals 
Initially, a compliance review will be performed for all proposals to insure they meet minimum 
cost share, information, and formatting requirements called out in the proposal template.   A 
proposal that does not comply will be returned without review. 

Individual merit review panels aligned to the REMADE nodes will conduct the proposal evaluation 
process and a chairperson will be assigned to lead the review process. These panels will be drawn 
from the REMADE Institute Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), the REMADE membership, and 
other DOE or external subject matter experts (SMEs).  

Once Letters of Intent have been received, the Node Leader, in consultation with the TAC and 
the TLC, will assign each project proposal to a set of reviewers (including a chairperson who will 
lead the external review panel). To ensure fairness and objectivity, each of these merit review 
committees will be governed by the Conflict of Interest (COI) Policy for REMADE and will follow 
a recusal process for those with an apparent or real COI. The steps in the merit review process 
are as follows: 

 Proposal Evaluation Procedures 

• To evaluate each proposal, reviewers will evaluate their assigned projects using the criteria 

https://www.energy.gov/eere/funding/downloads/budget-justification-eere-335-and-3351
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in the Scorecard (below) by assigning a rating of Excellent (E), Very Good (VG), Good (G), Fair 
(F), and Poor (P) for each category using the evaluation criteria in Section 3.3 (for Exploratory 
Proposal) or Section 4.3 (for Full Proposals). Reviewers will also provide an overall assessment 
of the project (E, VG, G, F, P) based on how they rated the four individual criteria.  

• Using the individual reviewer’s evaluations, the merit review panel will meet to develop 
funding recommendations for the proposals they were assigned. Independent of whether a 
proposal is recommended for funding, each proposal team will be provided the reviewers’ 
comments and the ratings for their proposal.  

• Following proposal evaluation and scoring, each of the merit review panels will meet with the 
REMADE Chief Technology Officer (CTO) to review their evaluations and highlight those 
projects that they recommend for submission to the Governance Committee (GC) for 
consideration and selection for award. The chairperson for each panel will facilitate the 
discussion. 

 Development of Funding Recommendations 

• The CTO, in consultation with the TLC and subject to COI Policy, will review the final list of 
projects that the merit review panels recommended for submittal to the GC and the DOE for 
award negotiations.  

• The TLC will prioritize from the list of proposals recommended by the merit review panels to 
develop funding recommendations for the GC.  In preparing the funding recommendations, 
the TLC’s authority is limited to prioritizing the proposals recommended by the merit review 
panels.  It does not have the authority to overturn the recommendations of the merit review 
panels.  Factors that will be used to prepare these funding recommendations include the 
following: (a) available REMADE funds, (b) funding allocation (by node) as outlined in 
REMADE’s Strategic Investment Plan (SIP), (c) the potential impact of each project and its 
ability to help the REMADE Institute achieve its goals and objectives, and (d) whether a PI is 
leading multiple projects recommended for funding. 

• As a final step, the TLC will provide details regarding the final outcome of the merit review 
panel evaluations and its funding recommendations to the GC. 

 Final Approval of REMADE Recommended Projects 

• Once the TLC has developed a portfolio of projects to recommend to the GC, the CTO and the 
CEO will present the outcome of the RFP and merit review process and project 
recommendations for funding to the GC for approval. 

• The GC reviews, then approves or disapproves, each project that is being recommended for 
funding. The GC will also require a positive technical recommendation from DOE as a 
condition of approval.  

• If the GC does not approve a Project recommended by the TLC, the GC prepares a written 
response indicating the reason for the decision. 

• After selection, all projects must also be formally incorporated into the Cooperative 
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Agreement and approved in an award modification by the DOE Contracting Officer prior to 
the project team receiving a subaward. 

 Proposal Submission and Award Timeline 
The timeline for submission of the proposals and evaluation and selection of proposals is 
provided below. Following REMADE selection and DOE approval these projects are anticipated 
to be launched in August 2019.  

Key Dates 
Proposal Review Stage Key Dates (tentative) 
Project Call Webinar October 1, 2018 
Request for Proposals Released November 9, 2018 
Letters of Intent and 1- page Project Summaries Due December 6, 20183 

Feedback Provided to the Proposal Teams December 21, 20183 

Exploratory Proposals and Full Proposals Due February 11, 20193 

Projects recommended for funding submitted to DOE-AMO March 2019 
Proposal Teams Notified of Decision March 2019 
Anticipated Project Start Date August 2019 

 Technical Performance Monitoring & Reporting  
The REMADE TLC and the REMADE Project Managers will monitor the technical and cost 
performance of each project. The TLC consists of the Node Leaders for each node.  REMADE 
Project Managers oversee the Institute-awarded projects and work with the PIs to ensure 
projects are executed on time, on budget, and consistent with the project SOPO. Project teams 
will submit the reports listed below to their identified Node Leader and the REMADE Project 
Manager to fulfill their reporting requirements. The TLC, other authorized REMADE staff 
members, and the DOE will access these reports in the course of their official duties. The TLC will 
summarize the technical accomplishments of each project to the SAC and the REMADE Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) as part of its semi-annual review of Institute activities.  

Monthly Technical Status Report & Financial Report - The Lead Organization shall prepare a 
monthly technical status report and financial report, which include schedule and budget progress 
respectively.  The monthly technical status report should include the following: a high-level 
summary of the technical status, current project risks and opportunities, schedule status and/or 
schedule modifications, project issues, as well as any technical deliverables and milestones 
completed during the month. The monthly financial status report should include budget 
expenditure, and cost share, etc. Monthly status reports are not necessary in months when 
Quarterly reports are due. 

Quarterly Status Report/Presentation - The Lead Organization shall prepare a Quarterly Report 
which must address the technical status and financial status of the project and include the 
following: a detailed summary of the technical progress made during the quarter, current project 

                                                      
3 Due by 5:00 p.m. ET on the date listed 
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risks and opportunities, schedule status and/or schedule modifications, project issues, as well as 
technical deliverables and milestones completed during the quarter. The financial status should 
update the budget expenditures and cost share, etc. A PowerPoint presentation that summarizes 
the quarterly report should also be prepared for the quarterly technology review with the TLC 
and the Project Managers. 

Annual Report/Presentation - The Lead Organization will also prepare an annual report that 
provides a comprehensive and substantive summary of the technical progress and 
accomplishments achieved during the year.  A PowerPoint presentation summarizing the project 
progress will also need to be prepared and the PI may be asked to present their project results 
at the REMADE Institute’s Annual Meeting and/or the REMADE Peer Review. 

Final Technical Report – At the completion of the REMADE Project, the Lead Organization shall 
submit a Final Technical Report, which will provide a comprehensive, cumulative, and substantive 
summary of the progress and significant accomplishments achieved during the total period of 
the REMADE Project effort.  

 General Instructions for Preparing Exploratory Proposals 
The following sections provides guidance in the documents required to submit an Exploratory 
Proposal and describe how the Exploratory Proposal will be evaluated.  

 Instructions for Preparing an Exploratory Proposal 

 General Formatting Instructions 

The Exploratory Proposal should be submitted using the proposal template provided in 
Attachment 1. Use of this template is required.  There is a 17-page limit for the Exploratory 
Proposal, excluding the title page. Proposals should retain the formatting in the proposal 
template (single-spaced, US Letter (8.5 by 11 inches) with 1” margins on all sides. All text, 
including captions, figures, tables, etc., must be Arial, Calibri or Times New Roman type and no 
smaller than 12-point font. Pages in excess of this limitation will not be considered. 

 Exploratory Proposal Outline 

1. Exploratory Proposal 
a. Title Page (does not count toward the page limit) 
b. Project Summary 
c. Technical Approach 
d. Technology Transition Plan 
e. REMADE-Relevant Impacts 
f. Team Qualifications and Resources 
g. Project Management Plan 

i. Preliminary SOPO 
ii. Key Risks and Risk Abatement Plan 

iii. Schedule 
h. Budget/Cost Summary 

2. Exploratory Proposal Appendices (do not count toward page limit) 
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a. Resume of the Principal Investigator (PI) 
b. Resumes of other Project Team Members, if applicable 
c. Cost Share Commitment Letters 
d. Intellectual Property Management Plan 
e. References 

 Exploratory Proposal Requirements 

 Title Page (1-page maximum – does not count toward page limit) that includes 
the following information: 

• Title of the Proposal 
• Title Proposal Header (do not modify) 
• Submitting REMADE Member Lead Organization 
• Supporting Organizations/Companies 
• Principal Investigator (PI) and Title 
• Co-principal investigator(s) (if applicable) and Title(s) 
• Relevant REMADE Node 
• Relevant REMADE Material Class(es) 
• RFP Topic Addressed (i.e. SA-1, DE-2, MM-3) 
• Proposal Submission Date 
• Project Duration 
• REMADE Funds Requested 
• Cost Share Being Provided 
• Proposed Cost Share Ratio (at a minimum 1:1 cost share is required) 
• Starting TRL/Ending TRL 
• Prior DOE/Federal funding for this work? If yes, describe. 
• Key Words 

 Project Summary (2-page maximum) 
The project summary should provide a complete overview of the proposed project. Topics to 
address include the following: 

• The technical and economic barriers should be clearly articulated, and an explanation of how 
solving the barriers will lead to greater recycling, recovery, remanufacturing and reuse should 
be given.  

• Each of the technical/economic barriers should be translated into a knowledge gap.  
• The proposed solution should be clearly described.  
• A specific explanation of how the proposed solution will address each of the technical 

barrier/knowledge gaps should be provided.  
• The goals and objectives should be clearly stated. Advantages of proposed solution versus 

competing solutions and prior/ongoing development efforts should be clearly explained and 
logical.  

• There should be clear alignment of the proposed project to specific RFP topics, material 
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classes and TPMs. 

  Technical Approach (4-page maximum)  

This section describes the technical approach the proposal team will take to meet the project 
goals and objectives. Topics to address include the following: 

• The work plan should include the key technical elements and associated tasks that will be 
required, and task owners identified.  The plan for achieving the project goals should be 
credible.  

• Research and development techniques to solve problem should be clearly described, well 
formulated, original, innovative or novel.  

• The expected results and deliverables should be detailed. A description of how and where 
the proposed solution will be tested and validated should be provided. The deliverables 
should be specified, including the format of the deliverable.  

• The primary reasons why this proposed approach will enable successful industry adoption 
(especially relative to prior efforts) should be described.  

Identify the specific Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and quantify the Present State (Baseline) 
and Future State (Project Goal) for each KPI. KPIs are the key measurable characteristics of a 
product or process whose performance standards or specification limits must be met in order for 
the proposed solution to satisfy the customer’s requirements. For REMADE projects, KPIs may be 
directly or indirectly linked to one or more of the TPMs.  For example, a project focused on 
reducing in-process losses during manufacturing would directly contribute toward a 30% 
reduction in primary feedstock consumption. By contrast, a project focused on improving sorting 
during recycling could increase the availability of secondary feedstocks, which is indirectly related 
to the TPM to increase secondary feedstock consumption by 30%.   

Identify the deliverables, milestones, and Go/No-Go decision points that can be used to track 
technical progress. A Go/No-Go decision point is not required for exploratory projects, which are 
limited to 12 months or less. For exploratory projects that have a logical evaluation point, 
proposal teams may still opt to include a Go/No-Go decision point, but it should be placed before 
the end of the project (M11 or earlier). 

 Technology Transition Plan (1/2-page maximum) 
This section describes the plan for transitioning the technology expected to be developed by the 
project to industry. Topics to address include the following: 

• The project deliverables (and their form) should be described. 
• The expected next steps that will be taken at the completion of the project to mature this 

technology towards higher TRLs and eventual market insertion. The organizations (which 
could include proposers) which would execute this plan should be clearly identified. 

 REMADE-Relevant Impacts (1/2 page maximum) 

Topics to include when describing the REMADE-relevant impacts are as follows: 

• The relevance of the proposed project to REMADE goals and objectives as described in 
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Section 2.1 should be detailed.  
• The anticipated performance level of the proposed solution should be well described and 

favorably compared against the performance requirements demanded by industry.  
• The specific REMADE TPMs (Section 2.2) the project addresses should be identified, and the 

level of improvement in each TPM should be quantified.  

NOTE: To help proposers calculate material efficiency and embodied energy benefits for their 
proposals and projects, REMADE has developed an Excel-based calculator.  This calculator and 
the instructions for using it are available at the following location: Project Impact Calculator. If 
proposal teams use embodied energy or emissions data that is different than what was provided 
in the calculator, please reference the data source and detail any assumptions that went into 
these calculations to enable validation of these benefits. 

 Team Qualifications and Resources (1-page maximum) 

This section should describe the team, facilities, equipment, and relevant prior experience that 
demonstrate the proposal team’s ability to carry out this project. Topics to address include the 
following: 

• Describe the technical qualifications of the proposal team to carry out the work.  
• Identify the Principal Investigator (PI) who will have overall responsibility for the technical 

success of this project.  
• List the names of additional Project Team Members, including at least one person from each 

of the participating Organizations. For both the PI and the Project Team Members, specify 
the percent time they will be applied to this project.  

• Provide sufficient detail to evaluate whether the PI and Collaborators have the direct 
experience needed to perform the technical work being proposed. References to past 
projects should be limited to those directly applicable to this RFP and should only describe 
activities that have occurred within the past five (5) years.   

• Identify any key facilities, equipment and other resources that will be available for the 
proposed effort, highlighting only those that are relevant for the technical solution being 
proposed. Describe any capabilities the team has that are uniquely supportive of the 
technology to be pursued.  

Finally, using the summary table that is provided on the following page, identify each project 
team participant (Organization, not individual), their role and key contributions to the project, 
and their relative level of effort (as a percentage of total person-hours) for the proposed effort. 
Identify the Lead Organization. 

 Project Management Plan (8 pages maximum) 
As part of its submission, each proposal team should prepare a Project Management Plan (PMP) 
that includes the following elements: a) a Preliminary SOPO; b) a risk abatement plan; and c) a 
schedule, respectively. These elements should be incorporated in Sections 6.1-6.3 of the 
Exploratory Proposal template.  

 

https://remadeinstitute.org/project-impact-calculator/
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Project Participant Role and Key Contribution Relative Level of Effort 

Lead Organization   50% (for example) 

Subrecipient #1  25% 

Subrecipient #2  15% 

Subrecipient #3  10% 

  100%  

 Preliminary SOPO (6 Pages) 

A SOPO is a description of the work to be completed as part of a REMADE Institute Project. For 
the purposes of this RFP, proposal teams must include a Preliminary SOPO, which will be limited 
to a description of the Tasks, Milestones, Go/No-Go decision points, and Project Management 
and Reporting (Deliverables). Preliminary SOPOs will be used during the merit review process to 
determine the suitability of the work plan towards the successful achievement of a project’s 
proposed objectives.  

Once a proposal has been selected for negotiation, the preliminary SOPO will need to be clarified 
and/or expanded to include additional sections that include the project objectives, technical 
scope summary, and a Milestone Summary Table.  

Elements that should be incorporated into the preliminary SOPO are as follows: 

• Tasks and Sub-Tasks: Should be in the form of simple action-oriented sentences describing 
what will be accomplished.  

• Task and Sub-Task Summaries:  Task and sub-task summaries should explicitly describe the 
work to be accomplished and provides a concise statement of the objectives of that task. In 
addition, the Task Summary should explicitly state the project deliverables or expected 
results that this task will help achieve. 

• Task/Sub-task Ownership: For simplicity in preparing the cost volume, it is suggested that 
each sub-task (and ideally each task) should have one participant (Organization) associated 
with it. This will allow reviewers to better evaluate whether the costs and level of effort are 
reasonable for the work scope proposed. 

• Task Duration: The start and end date for each major task and subtask should be defined in 
terms of months from Project Start.  If a 6-month task is schedule to begin month one 
(designated M1), the start and end dates would M1 and M6. 

• Milestones: Utilize S.M.A.R.T. Milestones, with metrics of success, minimum of one 
milestone/quarter (See table below).  Milestones should be concise, but as detailed as 
possible4.   

                                                      
4  Milestones should ideally reflect attainment of tangible; measurable results required to demonstrate technical 

progress or move the project toward completion of Go-No/Go decision criteria or accomplishment of project 
objectives.  Submittal of a report can be part of the milestone documenting the results or progress, but the report 
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• Go/No-Go decision points: A Go/No-Go decision point is not required for exploratory 
projects, which are limited to 12 months or less. For exploratory projects that have a logical 
evaluation point, proposal teams may still opt to include a Go/No-Go decision point, but it 
should be placed before the end of the project (M11 or earlier).5 

• Project Management and Reporting: Briefly describe relevant project management and 
reporting activities during all budget periods, including any special reporting requirements or 
deliverables.  Identify the key deliverable for each of the tasks.  The deliverables should be 
described at the task/sub-task level as appropriate.  

The preliminary SOPO must not exceed 6 pages when printed using standard 8.5 x 11 paper with 
1” margins (top, bottom, left, and right) with font not smaller than 12 point. Instructions for 
preparation of the Preliminary SOPO and a template are available from the REMADE Institute 
Project Call website. They can also be found in Appendix D.  

Explanation of SMART Milestones 

Acronym Further Clarification 
S = Specific 
 

Clear and focused to avoid misinterpretation. Should include 
measures, assumptions, and definitions and be easily interpreted. 

M = Measurable 
 

Can be quantified and compared to other data. It should allow for 
meaningful statistical analysis. Avoid "yes/no" measures except in 
limited cases, such as start-up or systems-in-place situations. 

A = Achievable Attainable, reasonable, and credible under conditions expected. 
R = Relevant Achievement of the milestone contributes to and is relevant to 

achieving the objectives of project; is important to moving the project 
forward/measuring progress against the Go/No-Go decision criteria 
and successful completion of the project. 

T = Timely Doable within the time frame given. 

 Key Risks and Risk Abatement Plan (1 page) 
The Key Risk Abatement Plan should identify all risks associated with the project, and include the 
following elements: 

• Task Linkage: Identify the task/sub-task corresponding to the risk. 
• Risk: Describe the risk as a negative statement. For example, a risk associated with separation 

technology might be described as follows: “New optical sorting technique does not improve 
the detection rate for flexible films.” 

• Type of Risk: Characterized the nature of the risk according to whether it is a cost, technical, 
or schedule risk. 

• Probability/Impact: Assign a High, Medium or Low score (H=3, M=2, L=1) to both the 

                                                      
in and of itself should not be the milestone. 

5  A Go/No-Go decision point is a risk management tool and a project management best practice to ensure that, for 
the current budget period or period of performance, technical success is definitively achieved and potential for 
success in future budget periods or periods of performance is evaluated, prior to actually beginning the execution 
of future budget periods.   

https://remadeinstitute.org/project-call-documentation/
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probability and the impact. 
• Risk Score: Calculated by multiplying the probability and impact scores. 
• Abatement Plan: Describe the steps that will be taken to abate the risk. 

The table below can be used to prepare the risk abatement plan.  For all tasks with risk scores of 
6 or greater, the risk abatement plan should be integrated into the Preliminary SOPO and the 
schedule. 

Because Exploratory Proposals are intended to provide seed funding aimed at demonstrating 
proof of concept and/or reducing uncertainty associated with high-risk/high-reward technical 
approaches, proposal teams should provide a brief written explanation of the key risk involved 
with the project and how they intend to address this risk.  This explanation should coincide with 
the table provided below. 

Key Risks and Risk Abatement Table 

 

 Schedule (1 page) 

Provide a schedule in the form of a Gantt chart or similar tool that describes the project tasks, 
milestones, and timeline. An example is provided on the following page.  As outlined in Section 
3.2.7.1, the start and end date for each major task and subtask should be defined in terms of 
months from Project Start.  If a 6-month task is schedule to begin month one (designated M1), 
the start and end dates would M1 and M6. 
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Project Schedule 

 
 

 Budget/Cost Share Factors (1 Page maximum) 
The Lead Organization and their subrecipients are required to complete the Budget Justification 
Workbook, Form EERE 335 and submit it as a separate document as part of the proposal package. 
The subrecipients EERE 335 should roll up into the main budget of the Lead Organization.  This 
form is available on EERE Exchange at Budget Justification Forms. Details for preparation of Form 
335 are provided in Appendix C. 

In this section, proposal teams must complete the summary table provided on the following page.  
The summary table will reflect the Budget Justification Workbook (Form 335) that is submitted 
with the proposal and will provide a breakdown of proposed cost and cost share for each of the 
proposing organizations. The budget must delineate between REMADE funding and cost share 
funds using the table. Projects require a minimum 1:1 cost share (i.e. every dollar of REMADE 
funding must be matched by at least one dollar of cost share). Cost share provided by industry 
partners will receive favorable consideration during proposal review. 

Proposal teams are also required to submit Cost Share Commitment Letters from each 
organization providing cost share.  Section 5 provides instructions on preparing Cost Share 
Commitment Letters. Finally, the proposal team must summarize the budget using the cost 
realism table provided on the following page. 

 

  

https://energy.gov/eere/funding/downloads/budget-justification-eere-335-and-3351
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Cost Realism Table 
Cost Element Federal Cost Cost Share Total Brief Explanation or Description 
Lead Organization 
          Materials 

$75,000 
 

$100,000 
$10k  

$175,000 
$10K 

Management; Testing & Validation 
materials 

Subrecipient #1 
          Materials 

$50,000 
$0 

$25,000 
$0 

$75,000 
$0K 

 

Subrecipient #2 
          Materials 

 
 

   

Subrecipient #3 
         Materials 

    

Lead Organization 
         Indirect Costs 

$25,000 $25,000 $50,000  

TOTAL $150,000 $160,000 $310,000  
     

 

 Exploratory Proposal Appendices 
The requirements for preparation of the following appendices applicable to both Exploratory 
Proposals and Full Proposals can be found in Section 5: 

• Resume of the Principal Investigator – Appendix A 
• Resumes of Project Team Members – Appendix B 
• Cost Share Commitment Letters – Appendix C 
• Intellectual Property Management Plan – Appendix D 
• References – Appendix E 

 Evaluation Criteria for Exploratory Proposals 

 Scoring of Exploratory Proposal Evaluation Criteria 

Each proposal shall stand on its own merit. Only information provided in the proposal can be 
used in the evaluation process leading to an award. Exploratory Proposals that don’t incorporate 
the required sections outlined in Section 3.2 will be deemed non-responsive and will not be 
evaluated.  

Reviewers will evaluate proposals based on their Technical Merit, Technical Approach, REMADE 
Impact and Commercialization Potential, and Technical and Management Capabilities. Using the 
criteria provided below, reviewers are to assign a rating of Excellent (E), Very Good (VG), Good 
(G), Fair (F), or Poor (P) for each category and then provide an overall assessment of the proposal 
based on these ratings.  Descriptions of what is meant by E, G, and P are provided to help 
reviewers calibrate scoring.    

Technical Merit  
The Technical Merit evaluates the extent to which the project, if successfully carried out, will 
materially advance the mission of the Institute to develop key industrial platform technologies 
that could dramatically reduce embodied energy and carbon emissions and increase material 
efficiency.  The project identifies technical and economic barriers to be overcome and translates 
these into the underlying knowledge gaps that must be addressed. The proposed solution 
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incorporates novel technology innovations and will provide valuable new tools, engineering 
processes, devices, or hardware/software/data to REMADE and its members. The project goals, 
objectives, and deliverables are clearly stated, well-conceived, and technically feasible. The 
anticipated Future State (Project Goal) that each KPI will achieve by the end of the project 
compares favorably with the requirements identified by industry and has been translated into 
the anticipated energy, emissions, and material efficiency benefits the project is expected to 
deliver. These benefits will significantly contribute toward achieving the Institute TPMs. 

Score Evaluation Criteria – Technical Merit 

Excellent (E) The project is well aligned to the RFP topic and addresses the REMADE material class(es) listed in the RFP. 
The project identifies the technical and economic barriers that must be overcome and translates these into 
the underlying knowledge gaps that must be addressed.6   Compared to existing or competing solutions, the 
proposed solution incorporates technology innovations that have the potential to significantly reduce the 
barriers limiting greater recovery, recycling, reuse, or remanufacturing. The project goals, objectives, and 
deliverables are clearly defined. The anticipated Future State (Project Goal) for each KPI the proposed 
solution will address has been quantified, and it exceeds the requirements identified by industry.  The 
anticipated material efficiency, embodied energy, emissions, and cost benefits the project is expected to 
deliver have been quantified, and they will significantly contribute toward achieving the Institute TPMs.  

Good (G) The project is aligned to the RFP topic. The majority of project workscope lies within the scope of REMADE 
and addresses the REMADE material class(es) listed in the RFP. Project addresses at least one major technical 
and economic barrier/knowledge gap. Proposed solution shows some innovation when compared with 
existing/ competing solutions.  Project goals, objectives, deliverables are defined and have the potential to 
deliver derivative value to other projects with similar scope. The anticipated Future State (Project Goal) for 
each KPI the proposed solution will address has been quantified, but not every KPI may meet the 
requirements identified by industry. The project will deliver modest impact relative to the material 
efficiency, embodied energy, emissions, and cost benefits as defined by the TPMs.  

Poor (P) The project is poorly aligned with the RFP topic. The proposed workscope is inconsistent with the RFP 
requirements and/or does not address REMADE material class(es). The technical and economic barriers and 
the associated knowledge gaps listed in the proposal are not consistent with the RFP topic or project goals. 
The proposed solution is not novel, and/or it replicates existing solutions that are commercially 
available. The anticipated Future State (Project Goal) for each KPI the proposed solution addresses has not 
been quantified. The proposers have either failed to quantify the impact of the project relative to the 
REMADE TPMs, or the project will deliver little to no impact against the REMADE TPMs.    

Technical Approach   
The Technical Approach evaluates the extent to which the proposer’s approach for achieving the 
stated objectives of the project is highly innovative and demonstrates a high degree of originality 
and novelty. When describing the research methods and analysis techniques they will use, the 
proposers have also explained the primary reasons why their technical approach will be more 
successful than prior efforts and will enable successful industry adoption.  The key technical 
elements and associated tasks (and task owners) have been properly developed, are well 
integrated, and present a credible plan for achieving the project objectives.  The Preliminary 
SOPO accurately reflects the proposed workscope and presents a credible schedule, staffing plan, 
and budget.  The expected results and deliverables, as well as the format of the deliverables, 
include a description of how and where the proposed solution will be tested and validated.  The 

                                                      
6   A list of the technical and economic barriers and the underlying knowledge gaps for each node is provided in the  

2018 REMADE Institute Technology Roadmap, 

https://remadeinstitute.org/s/REMADE-Institute-Roadmap_041118_For-Screen.pdf
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proposer has identified the key risks associated with this technical approach and has presented 
reasonable risk mitigation strategies.     

Score Evaluation Criteria – Technical Approach 

Excellent (E) The technical approach to achieve the stated objectives of the project is highly innovative, and the research 
methods and analysis techniques demonstrate a high degree of originality and novelty. The proposers have 
explained the primary reasons why this technical approach will be more successful than prior efforts and 
will enable successful industry adoption. The key technical elements and associated tasks have been 
properly developed, are well integrated, and present a credible plan for achieving the project objectives. 
The tasks have been appropriately allocated among Project Team Members and the responsible task owners 
have been identified. The Preliminary SOPO accurately reflects the proposed workscope and presents a 
credible schedule, staffing plan, and budget. The expected results and deliverables, as well as the format of 
the deliverables, includes a description of how and where the proposed solution will be tested and validated. 
Industry has documented that the technical approach is consistent with industry practice. The Present State 
(Baseline) and Future State (Project Goal) for each KPI the proposed solution will address have been 
quantified and translated into impact relative to the TPMs. In addition to the project deliverables, the 
proposers have included Milestones and Go/No-Go decision points7  that directly align with the preliminary 
SOPO and can be used to track technical progress. 

Good (G) The technical approach to achieve the stated objectives of the project shows some innovation, and the 
research methods and analysis techniques demonstrate some originality and novelty; however, the 
proposers have not explained why this technical approach is expected to be more successful than prior 
efforts. In laying out the technical approach, the key technology elements associated with this project have 
not been clearly delineated and/or at least one minor technical element thought to be important to insure 
a successful outcome appears to have been omitted. Although the tasks to be performed present a 
reasonable plan for achieving the project objectives, it is not entirely clear which Project Team Member are 
responsible for each task. Some of the tasks, sub-tasks, Milestones, deliverables, and Go/No-Go decision 
points, and timelines provided in the Preliminary SOPO are not consistent with the proposed workscope. In 
addition, there are either inconsistencies between the workscope and the budget or the timeline appears 
to be too optimistic.  Although the deliverables have been identified, a description of how and where the 
proposed solution will be tested has not been provided. The KPIs the proposed solution is supposed to 
address have been defined, but the Future State (Project Goal) for some of the KPIs have not been quantified 
or translated into impact relative to the TPMs.  

Poor (P) The technical approach and the research methods being proposed are either not appropriate for the project 
or are unlikely to lead to a successful outcome. The key technical elements and associated tasks are either 
poorly defined or are inconsistent with the project goals. The task owners and the distribution of tasks 
among Project Team Members is unclear. The plan laid out in the Preliminary SOPO is unclear or does not 
align to the description of the technical approach. Neither the Present State (Baseline) or the Future State 
(Project Goal) for each KPI the proposed solution addresses has been quantified, and the impact associated 
with achieving the KPIs has not been translated into impact relative to the TPMs. There is no description of 
how or where the proposed solution will be tested and validated, and it unclear whether the proposed 
solution is consistent with industry practice.   

REMADE Impact and Commercialization Potential 
The REMADE Impact and Commercialization Potential evaluate the extent to which the project 
will help the Institute achieve the TPMs and will lead to subsequent adoption by U.S. 
manufacturers.  The proposers have clearly articulated the relevance of the project to the 
REMADE Goals and Objectives, and they have established the linkage between each of the KPIs 
the proposed solution will address and one or more of the TPMs. The anticipated level of 
improvement for each KPI has been quantified, and it meets the performance requirements that 

                                                      
7   As stated in Section 3.2.3, a Go/No-Go decision point is not required for exploratory projects, which are limited to 

12 months or less. For exploratory projects that have a logical evaluation point, proposal teams may still opt to 
include a Go/No-Go decision point, but it should be placed before the end of the project (M11 or earlier). 
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industry has identified. The cumulative impact that will be result if each of the KPIs achieves the 
anticipated Future State (Project Goal) has been quantified in terms of: (a) reductions in 
embodied energy, carbon emissions, and energy required to process secondary feedstocks, (b) 
material efficiency improvements, (c) progress toward achieving cost-parity. The economic 
benefit to the U.S. and U.S. companies is clear. As a result of this project, U.S. manufacturing and 
U.S. product innovation will be advanced. This includes the degree to which the proposal makes 
a compelling case that there is or will be a pathway for the results of the project to be deployed 
in U.S. manufacturing facilities.  The proposal specifically addresses supply chain and other 
considerations (capital, equipment, facility, competition, other) relevant to deployment of the 
technology. Potential manufacturers and customers that have expressed interest in furthering 
the development, deployment, or commercialization of project results have been identified by 
name and have concurred with market information provided in the proposal.  

Score Evaluation Criteria – REMADE Impact and Commercialization Potential 

Excellent (E) A direct linkage between each of the KPIs the proposed solution will address and at least one REMADE goal 
and one or more of the REMADE TPMs has been clearly established.  The cumulative impact that will occur 
if each of the KPIs achieves its desired Future State (Project Goal) has been translated into REMADE-relevant 
benefits (energy, emissions, material efficiency), including cost parity, for the material class(es) listed in the 
RFP. The impact the project will deliver relative to the TPMs is significant.  The technology and commercial 
market improvements have been quantified in terms of improved performance (improved sorting efficiency, 
improved separation rate, higher purity levels achieved, increased recycling or recovery rates, increased 
reman intensity, etc.) or financial impact. The technology being developed meets the performance 
requirements industry has identified.  Target markets where the solution could be deployed have been 
identified.  Potential end-users are listed, and at least one of the end-users is a Project Team Member. The 
value proposition/differentiating benefits this project will deliver have been listed, and the benefits of the 
technology/innovation to the market/end-users have confirmed and documented.  A strategy for 
disseminating the technology to end-users has been developed and described. Risks and barriers to 
adoption, as well as the technical challenges that need to be overcome have been listed, and a plan to 
address them has been provided.  An associated timeline has also been laid out. 

Good (G) The linkage has been established between most of the KPIs the proposed solution will address and at least 
one REMADE goal and one or more REMADE TPMs. The KPIs that are expected to achieve the desired Future 
State (Project Goal) have been identified, and the impact they will cumulatively deliver has been translated 
into REMADE-relevant benefits (energy, emissions, material efficiency), including cost parity, for the 
material class(es) listed in the RFP. The project will deliver modest impact relative to the TPMs.  Technology 
and commercial markets improvements have been quantified in terms of improved performance or financial 
impact, but the level of improvement is not quantified or described in the context of performance 
requirements industry has identified.  Target markets where the solution could be deployed have been 
identified. Even though some of the Proposal Team Members are end-users, the pathway to scale up or 
commercialize the technology do not specify which potential end users may be involved or are interested. 
The strategy for disseminating the technology has been discussed in general terms, but it may require 
additional follow-on efforts to develop an implementation plan and address remaining risks. 

Poor (P) No linkage has been established between the KPI the proposed solution will address and any of the REMADE 
goals or TPMs.  It is unclear which KPIs are expected to achieve the desired Future State (Project Goal) and/or 
the impact they will cumulatively deliver has not been translated into REMADE-relevant benefits (energy, 
emissions, material efficiency), including cost parity, for the material class(es) listed in the RFP. Where 
attempts have been made to quantify impact relative to the TPMs, the impact is negligible.  Technology and 
commercial market improvements have not been quantified in terms of improved performance or financial 
impact. Alternately, the performance and financial benefits have been quantified, but whether the 
technology meets the performance levels required by industry has not been discussed. Target markets 
where the solution could be deployed have not been identified, and potential end-users have not been 
identified either. Project Team does not include any end-users. Strategy for disseminating technology to 
end-users has not been identified, and barriers to adoption have not been addressed. 
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Technical and Management Capabilities 
The Technical and Management Capabilities identify whether there is strong likelihood that the 
technical team will be able to execute the project within the proposed budget and performance 
period they have outlined given their experience, expertise, past accomplishments, available 
resources, institutional commitment, and access to relevant technologies. The project plan and 
timeline are clearly written, thorough, and appropriate for the work being proposed. The 
structure of the project team is clear and logical, and it includes Project Team Members who can 
successfully execute the project. The credentials, capabilities, and experience of the PI, Co-PI, 
and Project Team Members are relevant to the proposed work. The personnel, facilities, and 
equipment (both hardware and software), and data are adequate for the work being performed, 
and these resources will available to perform the proposed project. 

Score Evaluation Criteria – Technical and Management Capabilities 

Excellent (E) The project is staffed by a cross-disciplinary team with appropriate skill sets.  Industrial and non-industrial 
Project Team Members are actively supporting the project and providing cost share.  The entire team has 
direct experience to carry out the technical work, and level of effort being proposed is sufficient to perform 
work.  The proposal team has access to relevant facilities, equipment, and other resources. The schedule 
that has been provided is reasonable for the proposed scope of work, and it directly aligns with the 
Preliminary SOPO.  The project costs are clearly defined and reasonable for the proposed work effort. The 
costs and cost share for each participant have been clearly delineated and appropriately distributed among 
Project Team Members.  The cost share being provided is clearly defined in the Cost Share Commitment 
Letters, and it is directly applicable to the performance/success of project.   

Good (G) The project is staffed by a cross-disciplinary team with potentially small skill gaps.  Although there are Project 
Team Members from industry, there are no industrial Project Team Members in an area that would be 
considered industrially-relevant.  Alternately, the Project Team Members have direct experience with the 
technology being proposed, but they are applying it to in a domain where none of them has direct experience 
or expertise.  The team has limited access to research facilities, equipment or other resources that will be 
required to execute the project. A schedule has been provided, but it appears to be optimistic based on the 
proposed scope of work or the proposed budget. There are a few minor inconsistencies between the 
Preliminary SOPO and the proposed scope of work described in the proposal.  The costs and cost share have 
been delineated, and the level of effort for each of the Project Team Members appears to be reasonable; 
however, there are minor discrepancies between the project costs provided in the cost realism table and 
the proposed budget.  Cost share Commitment Letters have been provided, but they do not exactly match 
either the cost realism table or the proposed budget. 

Poor (P) Project Team Members are working entirely outside of their area of expertise. No Project Team Members 
come from industry, and industry is not providing cost share. There is little, if any, formal collaboration 
outside of the Lead Organization.  The proposal team has limited access to research facilities, equipment, or 
other resources required to execute the project.  The proposed schedule is either unrealistic or does not 
align with the Preliminary SOPO. Project costs are unrealistic and unreasonable for the proposed work effort.  
The costs and cost share are not clearly defined, and cost share does not appear to be directly applicable to 
the performance/success of the project. The rationale for how the budget has been distributed among 
Project Team Members is unclear.  Information provided in the Cost Share Commitment Letters is 
significantly different than the information provided in the cost realism table and/or the proposed budget. 
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 General Instructions for Preparing Full Proposals 
The following sections provide guidance on the documents required to submit a Full Proposal 
and describe how the proposal will be evaluated.  

 Instructions for Preparing a Full Proposal 

 General Formatting Instructions 

The Full Proposal should be submitted using the proposal template provided in Attachment 2. 
Use of this template is required.  There is a 21-page limit for the Full Proposal, excluding the title 
page. Proposals should retain the formatting in the proposal template (single-spaced, US Letter 
(8.5 by 11 inches) with 1” margins on all sides. All text, including captions, figures, tables, etc., 
must be Arial, Calibri or Times New Roman type and no smaller than 12-point font. Pages in 
excess of this limitation will not be considered. 

 Full Proposal Outline 

1. Full Proposal 
a. Title Page  
b. Executive Summary  
c. Project Narrative 

i. Problem Statement and REMADE Relevance  
ii. Project Goals and Objectives 

iii. Technical Approach 
iv. Technology Transition Plan  
v. Energy, Emissions, Material Efficiency, and Industry Impacts 

vi. Team Qualifications and Resources 
d. Program Management Plan  

i. Preliminary SOPO 
ii. Key Risks and Risk Abatement Plan 

iii. Schedule 
e. Budget/Cost Factors  

2. Full Proposal Appendices  
a. Resume of the Principal Investigator (PI) 
b. Resumes of other Project Team Members, if applicable  
c. Cost Share Commitment Letters  
d. Intellectual Property Management Plan  
e. References 

3. Cost Proposal submitted using the EERE 335 Budget Justification Excel Template 

 Full Proposal Requirements 

 Title Page (1-page maximum – does not count toward page limit) that includes 
the following information: 

• Title of the Proposal 
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• Title Proposal Header (do not modify) 
• Submitting REMADE Member Lead Organization 
• Supporting Organizations/Companies 
• Principal Investigator (PI) and Title 
• Co-principal investigator(s) (if applicable) and Title(s) 
• Relevant REMADE Node 
• Relevant REMADE Material Class(es) 
• RFP Topics Addressed (i.e. SA-1, DE-2, MM-3) 
• Proposal Submission Date 
• Project Duration 
• REMADE Funds Requested 
• Cost Share Being Provided  
• Proposed Cost Share Ratio (minimum 1:1 cost share ratio required for submission) 
• Starting TRL/Ending TRL 
• Prior DOE/Federal funding for this work? If yes, describe. 
• Key Words 

 Executive Summary (2-page maximum) 

The executive summary should provide a complete overview of the proposal.  It should include a 
description of the problem statement, the proposed solution and the knowledge gaps it 
addresses, the project goals and objectives, the technical approach to address the challenges, 
and a description of what the project will achieve/deliver at the completion of the project.  In 
addition to describing how the proposed solution supports the goals and objectives of the RFP, it 
should utilize the REMADE TPMs as the basis for quantifying the energy, emissions, material 
efficiency, and industry impacts that the project will deliver. Finally, the executive summary 
should describe potential technology transition opportunities, paying particular emphasis to 
opportunities to continue technology development in partnership with industry following 
completion of the project. Proprietary or confidential information should not be included in the 
executive summaries because they may be shared publicly. 

 Project Narrative (10 pages total) 

 Problem Statement and REMADE Relevance (1 page) 

This section establishes the context for the entire proposal by describing the specific problem to 
be solved and demonstrating the proposed solution is consistent with goals of the REMADE 
Institute. 

Identify the specific technical/economic barriers that will be addressed by the proposed work 
and explain why solutions to these barriers would result in greater material recycling, recovery, 
remanufacturing, and reuse. Translate these barriers into the underlying knowledge gaps that 
need to be addressed, and describe the proposed solution, explaining how it will address each of 
the barriers and knowledge gaps that were identified. To provide evidence that the PI 
understands the current technology landscape, proposers should describe competing solutions 
or development efforts, including their prior or ongoing research related to this topic. They 
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should explain why prior approaches have been insufficient to solve the problems being 
addressed. Articulate the relevance of the proposed work to REMADE by identifying the specific 
REMADE-relevant material classes and REMADE goals and performance metrics the proposed 
solution would address.  

 Project Goals and Objectives (1 page) 

This section describes the proposed solutions and details what will have been achieved by the 
end of the project.  

Clearly state the goals and objectives of the project. The goals should address how the proposed 
solution will overcome the technical/economic barriers and knowledge gaps previously 
identified. The objectives should be related to the technology innovations that will result from 
this project, paying particular emphasis to why they will lead to success where other attempts 
have failed.  

Beginning with a description of the technical baseline (existing software, research, technology, 
etc.) from which the technology development will begin, describe what will be delivered at the 
end of this project and the expected TRL at the end of the project period of performance. 

To provide the evidence and proof needed to motivate subsequent industry investments and 
carry the technology forward into market entry/use, proposers should also specify the 
performance level the proposed solution will achieve and compare it against the performance 
requirements required by industry. 

Identify the relevance of the proposed work to REMADE, noting which REMADE TPMs this project 
will address and delineating specific impacts this project will enable.  

 Technical Approach (4 pages) 

This section describes the technical approach the proposal team will take to meet the project 
goals and objectives.  

Describe a work plan that clearly identifies the key technical elements and associated tasks that 
will be required to complete the proposed project and who is responsible for each task. The tasks 
should be described in terms of their specific objectives, approaches, and outcomes. The 
description of the specific tasks should be detailed enough so that the work plan can be clearly 
evaluated as to whether there is a credible plan for moving the technology from the current stage 
of development to the next.  

Describe important research and development techniques, methods, facilities, and equipment to 
be used. Clearly identify any assumptions or baseline conditions, such as existing software or 
technology that will be utilized. If this work is an extension of previous or ongoing research by 
members of the proposal team, specify how the approach being proposed is an extension, rather 
than a duplication, of their prior efforts. Highlight the significant scientific/technical aspects of 
the project that are original and innovative, as well those that employ novel concepts, 
approaches or methods.  

Describe expected results that will be achieved, if successful, and where and how the proposed 
solution will be tested and validated. Specify deliverables, including experimental data, 
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components, workforce development strategy, materials and design, techno-economic analysis, 
design specification, reports, etc., as appropriate. 

Proposers should articulate how their technology approach for addressing the barriers and 
knowledge gaps will successfully motivate the industry investments that will be required to 
complete technology development and facilitate deployment of these technologies across the 
U.S. manufacturing ecosystem. Define technology insertion strategy and performance 
requirements. 

Provide a clear indication of how progress will be measured.  

Identify the specific Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that the proposed solution will address, 
and quantify the Present State (Baseline) and Future State (Project Goal) for each KPI. KPIs are 
the key measurable characteristics of a product or process whose performance standards or 
specification limits must be met in order for the proposed solution to satisfy the customer’s 
requirements. For REMADE projects, KPIs may be directly or indirectly linked to one or more of 
the TPMs.  For example, a project focused on reducing in-process losses during manufacturing 
would directly contribute toward a 30% reduction in primary feedstock consumption. By 
contrast, a project focused on improving sorting during recycling could increase the availability 
of secondary feedstocks, which is indirectly related to the TPM to increase secondary feedstock 
consumption by 30%.   

Identify the deliverables, milestones, and Go/No-Go decision points that can be used to track 
technical progress. A Go/No-Go decision point is not required for exploratory projects, which are 
limited to 12 months or less. For exploratory projects that have a logical evaluation point, 
proposal teams may still opt to include a Go/No-Go decision point, but it should be placed before 
the end of the project (M11 or earlier). 

 Technology Transition Plan (2 pages) 
This section describes a technology transition plan for disseminating the technology solutions to 
potential end-users. 

First, identify target markets where this technology would likely first be deployed, and list 
potential end-users. Ideally, these end-users should already be members of the proposal team.  
Alternately, they may be other REMADE members or other U.S. manufacturers.   

Articulate the specific value proposition of the proposed approach, the differentiating benefits 
associated with the proposed technology/innovation, and the level of performance, such as 
purity level or tensile strength, that is required. Demonstrate that the market/end-user values 
these benefits as evidenced by potential customer/end-user input, especially interested end-
users or those who may be eventual customers/users of the innovation/technology.  

Describe a strategy for disseminating the innovation/technology to the potential users. Include 
details to show how the innovation/technology being developed will be implemented by the 
intended end-user. Present a clear understanding of risks and barriers to adoption by listing all 
the technical challenges that need to be addressed to transition the technology (e.g., technical 
challenges, business and cultural challenges, standards that may not yet be 
developed/implemented, etc.). Describe how the proposal team will address those challenges 
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and provide a timeline. Finally, identify plan for follow-on work with potential end-users and 
describe the level of their interest and/or intent to support additional R&D or technology 
development if performance requirements are met. To evaluate interest level and intent, the 
reviewers will consider the path set forth in the proposal, along with any Cost Share Commitment 
Letters provided by industry. 

 Energy, Emissions, Material Efficiency, and Industry Impacts (1 page) 

This section should translate the technology innovations that will be delivered at the end of the 
proposed project into quantifiable REMADE-relevant and end-user benefits.  

Summarize the energy, emissions, material efficiency and industry impacts resulting from the 
technology innovations that will result from the proposed project. First, identify the linkage 
between each technology innovation and REMADE goals (Section 2.1) and performance metrics 
(Section 2.2).  

Then, quantify the benefits that will be achieved by specifying the relevant materials classes that 
will be addressed, the level of improvement that will be attained, and the corresponding material 
efficiency, embodied-energy, and emissions impacts that will be expected. To help proposers 
calculate material efficiency and embodied energy benefits for their proposals and projects, 
REMADE has developed an Excel-based calculator, which is currently in beta testing.  This 
calculator and the instructions for using it are available at the following location: Project Impact 
Calculator. The use of this tool is not mandatory, and proposal teams that opt not to use the tool 
will not be penalized; however, they will still need to calculate the energy, emissions, and 
material efficiency benefits for their proposal. 

If the proposal team uses embodied energy or emissions data that is different than what was 
provided in the calculator, please reference the data source and detail any assumptions that went 
into these calculations to enable validation of these benefits.  

Lastly, quantify the technology and commercial/market impacts in terms of improved 
performance or financial impact, such as material efficiency improvements, cost reductions, 
improved sorting efficiencies, improved separation rate, higher purity levels achieved, increased 
recycling or recovery rates, etc. 

 Team Qualifications and Resources (1 page) 

This section should describe the team, facilities, equipment, and relevant prior experience that 
demonstrate the proposal team’s ability to carry out this project. Topics to address include the 
following: 

• Describe the technical qualifications of the proposal team to carry out the work.  
• Identify the Principal Investigator (PI) who will have overall responsibility for the technical 

success of this project.  
• List the names of additional Project Team Members, including at least one person from each 

of the participating Organizations. For both the PI and the Project Team Members, specify 
the percent time they will be applied to this project.  

• Provide sufficient detail to evaluate whether the PI and Collaborators have the direct 

https://remadeinstitute.org/project-impact-calculator/
https://remadeinstitute.org/project-impact-calculator/
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experience needed to perform the technical work being proposed. References to past 
projects should be limited to those directly applicable to this RFP and should only describe 
activities that have occurred within the past five (5) years.   

• Identify any key facilities, equipment and other resources that will be available for the 
proposed effort, highlighting only those that are relevant for the technical solution being 
proposed. Describe any capabilities the team has that are uniquely supportive of the 
technology to be pursued.  

Finally, using the summary table that is provided, identify each project team participant 
(Organization, not individual), their role and key contributions to the project, and their relative 
level of effort (as a percentage of total person-hours) for the proposed effort. Identify the Lead 
Organization. 

 Project Management Plan (8 pages total) 
As part of its submission, each proposal team must prepare a Project Management Plan (PMP) 
that includes the following elements: a) a Preliminary SOPO; b) a risk abatement plan; and c) a 
schedule, respectively. These elements should be incorporated in Sections 3.1-3.3 of the Full 
Proposal template.  

 Preliminary SOPO (6 pages) 

A SOPO is a description of the work to be completed as part of a REMADE Institute Project. For 
the purposes of this RFP, proposal teams must include a Preliminary SOPO, which will be limited 
to a description of the Tasks, Milestones, Go/No-Go decision points, and Project Management 
and Reporting (Deliverables). Preliminary SOPOs will be used during the merit review process to 
determine the suitability of the work plan towards the successful achievement of a project’s 
proposed objectives.  

Once a proposal has been selected for negotiation, the preliminary SOPO will need to be 
expanded to include additional sections that include the project objectives, technical scope 
summary, and a Milestone Summary Table.  

Elements that should be incorporated into the preliminary SOPO are as follows: 

• Tasks and Sub-Tasks: Should be in the form of simple action-oriented sentences describing 
what will be accomplished.  

• Task and Sub-Task Summaries:  Task and sub-task summaries should explicitly describe the 

Project Participant Role and Key Contribution Relative Level of Effort 

Lead Organization   50% (for example) 

Subrecipient #1  25% 

Subrecipient #2  15% 

Subrecipient #3  10% 

  100%  
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work to be accomplished and provides a concise statement of the objectives of that task. In 
addition, the Task Summary should explicitly state the project deliverables or expected 
results that this task will help achieve. 

• Task/Sub-task Ownership: For simplicity in preparing the cost volume, it is suggested that 
each sub-task (and ideally each task) should have one participant (Organization) associated 
with it. This will allow reviewers to better evaluate whether the costs and level of effort are 
reasonable for the work scope proposed. 

• Task Duration: The start and end date for each major task and subtask should be defined in 
terms of months from Project Start.  If a 6-month task is schedule to begin month one 
(designated M1), the start and end dates would M1 and M6. 

• Milestones: Utilize S.M.A.R.T. Milestones, with metrics of success, minimum of one 
milestone/quarter (See table below).  Milestones should be concise, but as detailed as 
possible8.   

• Go/No-Go decision points: at least one annual Go/No-Go decision point should be specified 
for Full Proposals9. 

• Project Management and Reporting: Briefly describe relevant project management and 
reporting activities during all budget periods, including any special reporting requirements or 
deliverables.  Identify the key deliverable for each of the tasks.  The deliverables should be 
described at the task/sub-task level as appropriate.  

Explanation of SMART Milestones 

Acronym Further Clarification 
S = Specific 
 

Clear and focused to avoid misinterpretation. Should include 
measures, assumptions, and definitions and be easily interpreted. 

M = Measurable 
 

Can be quantified and compared to other data. It should allow for 
meaningful statistical analysis. Avoid "yes/no" measures except in 
limited cases, such as start-up or systems-in-place situations. 

A = Achievable Attainable, reasonable, and credible under conditions expected. 
R = Relevant Fits into the organization's constraints and is cost-effective. 

T = Timely Doable within the time frame given. 

The preliminary SOPO must not exceed 6 pages when printed using standard 8.5 x 11 paper with 
1” margins (top, bottom, left, and right) with font not smaller than 12 point. Instructions for 
preparation of the Preliminary SOPO and a template are available from the REMADE Institute 

                                                      
8  Milestones should ideally reflect attainment of tangible; measurable results required to demonstrate technical 

progress or move the project toward completion of Go-No/Go decision criteria or accomplishment of project 
objectives.  Submittal of a report can be part of the milestone documenting the results or progress, but the report 
in and of itself should not be the milestone. 

9  A Go/No-Go decision point is a risk management tool and a project management best practice to ensure that, for 
the current budget period or period of performance, technical success is definitively achieved and potential for 
success in future budget periods or periods of performance is evaluated, prior to actually beginning the execution 
of future budget periods.   
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Project Call website and in Appendix D of this RFP. 

 Key Risks and Risk Abatement Plan (1 page) 

The Key Risk Abatement Plan should identify all risks associated with the project.  It should 
include the following elements: 

• Task Linkage: Identify the task/sub-task corresponding to the risk. 
• Risk: Describe the risk as a negative statement. For example, a risk associated with separation 

technology might be described as follows: “New optical sorting technique does not improve 
the detection rate for flexible films. 

• Type of Risk: Characterized the nature of the risk according to whether it is a cost, technical, 
or schedule risk. 

• Probability/Impact: Assign a score (H=3, M=2, L=1) to both the probability and the impact. 
• Risk Score: Calculated by multiplying the probability and impact scores. 
• Abatement Plan: Describe the steps that will be taken to abate the risk. 

The table below can be used to prepare the risk abatement plan.  For all tasks with risk scores of 
6 or greater, the risk abatement plan should be integrated into the Preliminary SOPO and the 
schedule. 

Key Risks and Risk Abatement Table 

 

 Schedule (1 page) 
Provide a schedule in the form of a Gantt chart or similar tool that describes the tasks, milestones, 
and timeline for the project.  An example is provided on the following page.  As outlined in Section 
4.2.4.1, the start and end date for each major task and subtask should be defined in terms of 
months from Project Start.  If a 6-month task is schedule to begin month one (designated M1), 
the start and end dates would M1 and M6. 

https://remadeinstitute.org/project-call-documentation/
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Project Schedule 

 

 Budget/Cost factors (1 page) 
The Lead Organization and their subrecipients are required to complete the Budget Justification 
Workbook, Form EERE 335 and submit it as a separate document as part of the proposal package. 
The subrecipients EERE 335 should roll up into the main budget of the proposer. This form is 
available on EERE Exchange at Budget Justification Forms. Details for preparation of Form 335 
are provided in Appendix C. 

In this section, proposal teams must complete the summary table provided below.  The summary 
table will reflect the Budget Justification Workbook (Form 335) that is submitted with the 
proposal and will provide a breakdown of proposed cost and cost share for each of the proposing 
organizations. The budget must delineate between REMADE funds and cost share funds using 
the table. Projects require a minimum 1:1 cost share (i.e. every dollar of REMADE funding must 
be matched by at least one dollar of cost share). Cost share provided by industry partners will 
receive favorable consideration during proposal review. 

Proposal teams are also required to submit Cost Share Commitment Letters from each 
organization providing cost share.  Instructions for preparation of the Cost Share Commitment 
Letters are provided in Section 5. 

Finally, the proposal team must summarize the budget using the cost realism table provided on 
the following page. 

  

https://energy.gov/eere/funding/downloads/budget-justification-eere-335-and-3351
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Cost Realism Table 
Cost Element Federal Cost Cost Share Total Brief Explanation or Description 
Lead Organization 
          Lead Labor Hours 
          Materials 

$75,000 
1000 hrs 
$0k 

$100,000 
500 hrs 
$10k  

$175,000 
1500 hrs 
$10K 

Management; 
Testing & Validation materials 

Subrecipient #1 
          Labor Hours 
          Materials 

$50,000 
500 hrs 
$0 

$25,000 
250 hrs 
$0 

$75,000 
750 hrs 

 

Subrecipient #2 
          Labor Hours 
          Materials 

 
 

   

Subrecipient #3 
          Labor Hours 
          Materials 

    

Subrecipient #4 
          Labor Hours 
          Materials 

    

Lead Organization 
         Indirect Costs 

$25,000 $25,000 $50,000  

TOTAL $150,000 $160,000 $310,000  

 Full Proposal Appendices 

The requirements of preparation of the following appendices both Exploratory Proposals and Full 
Proposals can be found in Section 5: 

• Resume of the Principal Investigator – Appendix A 
• Resumes of Project Team Members – Appendix B 
• Cost Share Commitment Letters – Appendix C 
• Intellectual Property Management Plan – Appendix D 

References – Appendix E 

 Evaluation Criteria for Full Proposals 

 Scoring of Full Proposal Evaluation Criteria 
The proposal shall stand on its own merit. Only information provided in the proposal can be 
considered in the evaluation process. Full Proposals that do not incorporate the required sections 
outlined in section 4.2 identified will be deemed non-responsive and will not be evaluated.  

Reviewers will evaluate proposals based on their Technical Merit, Technical Approach, REMADE 
Impact and Commercialization Potential, and Technical and Management Capabilities. Using the 
criteria below, reviewers are to assign a rating of Excellent (E), Very Good (VG), Good (G), Fair (F), 
or Poor (P) for each category and then provide an overall assessment of the proposal based on 
these ratings.  Descriptions of what is meant by E, G, and P are provided to help reviewers 
calibrate scoring.  

Technical Merit  
The Technical Merit evaluates the extent to which the project, if successfully carried out, will 
materially advance the mission of the Institute to develop key industrial platform technologies 
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that could dramatically reduce embodied energy and carbon emissions and increase material 
efficiency.  The project identifies technical and economic barriers to be overcome and translates 
these into the underlying knowledge gaps that must be addressed. The proposed solution 
incorporates novel technology innovations and will provide valuable new tools, engineering 
processes, devices, or hardware/software/data to REMADE and its members. The project goals, 
objectives, and deliverables are clearly stated, well-conceived, and technically feasible. The 
anticipated Future State (Project Goal) that each KPI will achieve by the end of the project 
compares favorably with the requirements identified by industry and has been translated into 
the anticipated energy, emissions, and material efficiency benefits the project is expected to 
deliver. These benefits will significantly contribute toward achieving the Institute TPMs. 

Score Evaluation Criteria Technical Merit 
Excellent (E) The project is well aligned to the RFP topic and addresses the REMADE material class(es) listed in the RFP. 

The project identifies the technical and economic barriers that must be overcome and translates these into 
the underlying knowledge gaps that must be addressed.10   Compared to existing or competing solutions, 
the proposed solution incorporates technology innovations that have the potential to significantly reduce 
the barriers limiting greater recovery, recycling, reuse, or remanufacturing. The project goals, objectives, 
and deliverables are clearly defined. The anticipated Future State (Project Goal) for each KPI the proposed 
solution will address has been quantified, and it exceeds the requirements identified by industry.  The 
anticipated material efficiency, embodied energy, emissions, and cost benefits the project is expected to 
deliver have been quantified, and they will significantly contribute toward achieving the Institute TPMs.  

Good (G) The project is aligned to the RFP topic. The majority of project workscope lies within the scope of REMADE 
and addresses the REMADE material class(es) listed in the RFP. Project addresses at least one major technical 
and economic barrier/knowledge gap. Proposed solution shows some innovation when compared with 
existing/ competing solutions.  Project goals, objectives, deliverables are defined and have the potential to 
deliver derivative value to other projects with similar scope. The anticipated Future State (Project Goal) for 
each KPI the proposed solution will address has been quantified, but not every KPI may meet the 
requirements identified by industry. The project will deliver modest impact relative to the material 
efficiency, embodied energy, emissions, and cost benefits as defined by the TPMs.  

Poor (P) The project is poorly aligned with the RFP topic. The proposed workscope is inconsistent with the RFP 
requirements and/or does not address REMADE material class(es). The technical and economic barriers and 
the associated knowledge gaps listed in the proposal are not consistent with the RFP topic or project goals. 
The proposed solution is not novel, and/or it replicates existing solutions that are commercially 
available. The anticipated Future State (Project Goal) for each KPI the proposed solution addresses has not 
been quantified. The proposers have either failed to quantify the impact of the project relative to the 
REMADE TPMs, or the project will deliver little to no impact against the REMADE TPMs.    

Technical Approach   
The Technical Approach evaluates the extent to which the proposer’s approach for achieving the 
stated objectives of the project is highly innovative and demonstrates a high degree of originality 
and novelty. When describing the research methods and analysis techniques they will use, the 
proposers have also explained the primary reasons why their technical approach will be more 
successful than prior efforts and will enable successful industry adoption.  The key technical 
elements and associated tasks (and task owners) have been properly developed, are well 
integrated, and present a credible plan for achieving the project objectives.  The Preliminary 
SOPO accurately reflects the proposed workscope and presents a credible schedule, staffing plan, 

                                                      
10   A list of the technical and economic barriers and the underlying knowledge gaps for each node is provided in the  

2018 REMADE Institute Technology Roadmap, 

https://remadeinstitute.org/s/REMADE-Institute-Roadmap_041118_For-Screen.pdf
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and budget.  The expected results and deliverables, as well as the format of the deliverables, 
include a description of how and where the proposed solution will be tested and validated.  The 
proposer has identified the key risks associated with this technical approach and has presented 
reasonable risk mitigation strategies.     

Score Evaluation Criteria Technical Approach 

Excellent (E) The technical approach to achieve the stated objectives of the project is highly innovative, and the research 
methods and analysis techniques demonstrate a high degree of originality and novelty. The proposers have 
explained the primary reasons why this technical approach will be more successful than prior efforts and 
will enable successful industry adoption. The key technical elements and associated tasks have been 
properly developed, are well integrated, and present a credible plan for achieving the project objectives. 
The tasks have been appropriately allocated among Project Team Members and the responsible task owners 
have been identified. The Preliminary SOPO accurately reflects the proposed workscope and presents a 
credible schedule, staffing plan, and budget. The expected results and deliverables, as well as the format of 
the deliverables, includes a description of how and where the proposed solution will be tested and validated. 
Industry has documented that the technical approach is consistent with industry practice. The Present State 
(Baseline) and Future State (Project Goal) for each KPI the proposed solution will address have been 
quantified and translated into impact relative to the TPMs. In addition to the project deliverables, the 
proposers have included Milestones and Go/No-Go decision points11  that directly align with the preliminary 
SOPO and can be used to track technical progress. 

Good (G) The technical approach to achieve the stated objectives of the project shows some innovation, and the 
research methods and analysis techniques demonstrate some originality and novelty; however, the 
proposers have not explained why this technical approach is expected to be more successful than prior 
efforts. In laying out the technical approach, the key technology elements associated with this project have 
not been clearly delineated and/or at least one minor technical element thought to be important to insure 
a successful outcome appears to have been omitted. Although the tasks to be performed present a 
reasonable plan for achieving the project objectives, it is not entirely clear which Project Team Member are 
responsible for each task. Some of the tasks, sub-tasks, Milestones, deliverables, and Go/No-Go decision 
points, and timelines provided in the Preliminary SOPO are not consistent with the proposed workscope. In 
addition, there are either inconsistencies between the workscope and the budget or the timeline appears 
to be too optimistic.  Although the deliverables have been identified, a description of how and where the 
proposed solution will be tested has not been provided. The KPIs the proposed solution is supposed to 
address have been defined, but the Future State (Project Goal) for some of the KPIs have not been quantified 
or translated into impact relative to the TPMs.  

Poor (P) The technical approach and the research methods being proposed are either not appropriate for the project 
or are unlikely to lead to a successful outcome. The key technical elements and associated tasks are either 
poorly defined or are inconsistent with the project goals. The task owners and the distribution of tasks 
among Project Team Members is unclear. The plan laid out in the Preliminary SOPO is unclear or does not 
align to the description of the technical approach. Neither the Present State (Baseline) or the Future State 
(Project Goal) for each KPI the proposed solution addresses has been quantified, and the impact associated 
with achieving the KPIs has not been translated into impact relative to the TPMs. There is no description of 
how or where the proposed solution will be tested and validated, and it unclear whether the proposed 
solution is consistent with industry practice.   

REMADE Impact and Commercialization Potential 
The REMADE Impact and Commercialization Potential evaluate the extent to which the project 
will help the Institute achieve the TPMs and will lead to subsequent adoption by U.S. 
manufacturers.  The proposers have clearly articulated the relevance of the project to the 

                                                      
11   As stated in Section 3.2.3, a Go/No-Go decision point is not required for exploratory projects, which are limited to 

12 months or less. For exploratory projects that have a logical evaluation point, proposal teams may still opt to 
include a Go/No-Go decision point, but it should be placed before the end of the project (M11 or earlier). 
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REMADE Goals and Objectives, and they have established the linkage between each of the KPIs 
the proposed solution will address and one or more of the TPMs. The anticipated level of 
improvement for each KPI has been quantified, and it meets the performance requirements that 
industry has identified. The cumulative impact that will be result if each of the KPIs achieves the 
anticipated Future State (Project Goal) has been quantified in terms of: (a) reductions in 
embodied energy, carbon emissions, and energy required to process secondary feedstocks, (b) 
material efficiency improvements, (c) progress toward achieving cost-parity. The economic 
benefit to the U.S. and U.S. companies is clear. As a result of this project, U.S. manufacturing and 
U.S. product innovation will be advanced. This includes the degree to which the proposal makes 
a compelling case that there is or will be a pathway for the results of the project to be deployed 
in U.S. manufacturing facilities.  The proposal specifically addresses supply chain and other 
considerations (capital, equipment, facility, competition, other) relevant to deployment of the 
technology. Potential manufacturers and customers that have expressed interest in furthering 
the development, deployment, or commercialization of project results have been identified by 
name and have concurred with market information provided in the proposal.  

Score Evaluation Criteria REMADE Impact and Commercialization Potential 

Excellent (E) A direct linkage between each of the KPIs the proposed solution will address and at least one REMADE goal 
and one or more of the REMADE TPMs has been clearly established.  The cumulative impact that will occur 
if each of the KPIs achieves its desired Future State (Project Goal) has been translated into REMADE-relevant 
benefits (energy, emissions, material efficiency), including cost parity, for the material class(es) listed in the 
RFP. The impact the project will deliver relative to the TPMs is significant.  The technology and commercial 
market improvements have been quantified in terms of improved performance (improved sorting efficiency, 
improved separation rate, higher purity levels achieved, increased recycling or recovery rates, increased 
reman intensity, etc.) or financial impact. The technology being developed meets the performance 
requirements industry has identified.  Target markets where the solution could be deployed have been 
identified.  Potential end-users are listed, and at least one of the end-users is a Project Team Member. The 
value proposition/differentiating benefits this project will deliver have been listed, and the benefits of the 
technology/innovation to the market/end-users have confirmed and documented.  A strategy for 
disseminating the technology to end-users has been developed and described. Risks and barriers to 
adoption, as well as the technical challenges that need to be overcome have been listed, and a plan to 
address them has been provided.  An associated timeline has also been laid out. 

Good (G) The linkage has been established between most of the KPIs the proposed solution will address and at least 
one REMADE goal and one or more REMADE TPMs. The KPIs that are expected to achieve the desired Future 
State (Project Goal) have been identified, and the impact they will cumulatively deliver has been translated 
into REMADE-relevant benefits (energy, emissions, material efficiency), including cost parity, for the 
material class(es) listed in the RFP. The project will deliver modest impact relative to the TPMs.  Technology 
and commercial markets improvements have been quantified in terms of improved performance or financial 
impact, but the level of improvement is not quantified or described in the context of performance 
requirements industry has identified.  Target markets where the solution could be deployed have been 
identified. Even though some of the Proposal Team Members are end-users, the pathway to scale up or 
commercialize the technology do not specify which potential end users may be involved or are interested. 
The strategy for disseminating the technology has been discussed in general terms, but it may require 
additional follow-on efforts to develop an implementation plan and address remaining risks. 

Poor (P) No linkage has been established between the KPI the proposed solution will address and any of the REMADE 
goals or TPMs.  It is unclear which KPIs are expected to achieve the desired Future State (Project Goal) and/or 
the impact they will cumulatively deliver has not been translated into REMADE-relevant benefits (energy, 
emissions, material efficiency), including cost parity, for the material class(es) listed in the RFP. Where 
attempts have been made to quantify impact relative to the TPMs, the impact is negligible.  Technology and 
commercial market improvements have not been quantified in terms of improved performance or financial 
impact. Alternately, the performance and financial benefits have been quantified, but whether the 
technology meets the performance levels required by industry has not been discussed. Target markets 
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where the solution could be deployed have not been identified, and potential end-users have not been 
identified either. Project Team does not include any end-users. Strategy for disseminating technology to 
end-users has not been identified, and barriers to adoption have not been addressed. 

Technical and Management Capabilities 
The Technical and Management Capabilities identify whether there is strong likelihood that the 
technical team will be able to execute the project within the proposed budget and performance 
period they have outlined given their experience, expertise, past accomplishments, available 
resources, institutional commitment, and access to relevant technologies. The project plan and 
timeline are clearly written, thorough, and appropriate for the work being proposed. The 
structure of the project team is clear and logical, and it includes Project Team Members who can 
successfully execute the project. The credentials, capabilities, and experience of the PI, Co-PI, 
and Project Team Members are relevant to the proposed work. The personnel, facilities, and 
equipment (both hardware and software), and data are adequate for the work being performed, 
and these resources will available to perform the proposed project. 

Score Evaluation Criteria Technical and Management Capabilities 

Excellent (E) The project is staffed by a cross-disciplinary team with appropriate skill sets.  Industrial and non-industrial 
Project Team Members are actively supporting the project and providing cost share.  The entire team has 
direct experience to carry out the technical work, and level of effort being proposed is sufficient to perform 
work.  The proposal team has access to relevant facilities, equipment, and other resources. The schedule 
that has been provided is reasonable for the proposed scope of work, and it directly aligns with the 
Preliminary SOPO.  The project costs are clearly defined and reasonable for the proposed work effort. The 
costs and cost share for each participant have been clearly delineated and appropriately distributed among 
Project Team Members.  The cost share being provided is clearly defined in the Cost Share Commitment 
Letters, and it is directly applicable to the performance/success of project.   

Good (G) The project is staffed by a cross-disciplinary team with potentially small skill gaps.  Although there are Project 
Team Members from industry, there are no industrial Project Team Members in an area that would be 
considered industrially-relevant.  Alternately, the Project Team Members have direct experience with the 
technology being proposed, but they are applying it to in a domain where none of them has direct experience 
or expertise.  The team has limited access to research facilities, equipment or other resources that will be 
required to execute the project. A schedule has been provided, but it appears to be optimistic based on the 
proposed scope of work or the proposed budget. There are a few minor inconsistencies between the 
Preliminary SOPO and the proposed scope of work described in the proposal.  The costs and cost share have 
been delineated, and the level of effort for each of the Project Team Members appears to be reasonable; 
however, there are minor discrepancies between the project costs provided in the cost realism table and 
the proposed budget.  Cost share Commitment Letters have been provided, but they do not exactly match 
either the cost realism table or the proposed budget. 

Poor (P) Project Team Members are working entirely outside of their area of expertise. No Project Team Members 
come from industry, and industry is not providing cost share. There is little, if any, formal collaboration 
outside of the Lead Organization.  The proposal team has limited access to research facilities, equipment, or 
other resources required to execute the project.  The proposed schedule is either unrealistic or does not 
align with the Preliminary SOPO. Project costs are unrealistic and unreasonable for the proposed work effort.  
The costs and cost share are not clearly defined, and cost share does not appear to be directly applicable to 
the performance/success of the project. The rationale for how the budget has been distributed among 
Project Team Members is unclear.  Information provided in the Cost Share Commitment Letters is 
significantly different than the information provided in the cost realism table and/or the proposed budget. 
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 Instructions for Preparation of Proposal Appendices 
The following sections provide guidance on the preparation of each appendix to be submitted 
with both the Exploratory and Full Proposals. 

 Resume of the Principal Investigator - Appendix A 
Insert Resume for the Principal Investigator, which is limited to two pages. If there are Co-PIs, 
their resumes may be included in Appendix A. Each of these resumes should also be a maximum 
of two pages long.   

 Resumes of Project Team Members - Appendix B 
Insert Resumes for Project Team Members. The total number of resumes for the PI and Project 
Team Members should be six or less.  Do not include PI and Co-PI resumes from Appendix A in 
this section. 

 Cost Share Commitment Letters - Appendix C 
All parties committing cost share identified in Budget Form EERE 335 must submit a Cost Share 
Commitment Letter.  The letter must: 

• Be submitted on the letterhead of the Participant 
• Include the name of the Lead Organizations and the title of the Proposal; 
• State the specific amount of the Cost Share commitment that matches the Cost Share 

amount on the corresponding Budget Form EERE 335; 
• State the source of the Cost Share; 
• If applicable, state any other resources, other than Cost Share, the Participant is 

committing. 
• Be dated and signed by a representative of the Participant with the authority to make the 

Cost Share commitment; 

 Intellectual Property Management Plan - Appendix D 
Given the requirement that all proposal partners must be members of the REMADE Institute, the 
Intellectual Property (IP) Management Plan of the submitted proposal must be consistent with 
the IP Management Plan of the Institute as specified in the REMADE Membership Agreement 
executed by each proposal partner. 

 References - Appendix E 
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  Process Used to Identify Topics for this RFP 
Because the mission of the REMADE Institute is to enable early stage research and development 
of key industrial platform technologies that could reduce the embodied energy and carbon 
emissions associated with industrial scale materials production and processing, REMADE is 
interested in supporting projects that offer a significant advancement over state-of-the-art in 
reducing embodied energy and emissions in materials manufacturing.   

To develop the list of topics for this RFP, the Technical Leadership Committee (TLC) initially 
compiled a list research activities from the 2018 REMADE Institute Roadmap that had not been 
addressed during the first project call.  This was accomplished by comparing the 2018-2020 
research activities from the technology roadmap against the 16 project call topics from the first 
RFP and the 17 proposals from that project call that had been selected for negotiation.  

As a result of this review, the TLC identified some roadmap activities that were not addressed by 
any of the RFP topics in the first project call. In other cases, one of the RFP topics addressed a 
roadmap activity; however, REMADE received a limited number of proposals for that RFP topic 
and/or none of the proposals that were submitted were ultimately selected for negotiation.  
Relative to the 17 proposals selected for negotiation, some of them fully addressed one of 
roadmap activities.  In other cases, the proposal partially addressed a roadmap activity.  For 
example, only one of the material classes may have been addressed.   

Next, the TLC presented the results of their review to the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), 
the Strategic Advisory Committee (SAC), and the Governance Committee (GC) to solicit their 
feedback on how to prioritize roadmap activities that had not been fully addressed in the first 
RFP.  During these meetings, the committees also provided a list of recommendations to the TLC 
regarding how the RFP process could be improved. Many of these suggestions have been 
incorporated into this RFP. Feedback from each meeting was compiled and then incorporated 
into subsequent meetings with the other committees. TAC feedback was provided to the SAC.  
Similarly, TAC and SAC inputs were incorporated into the GC discussion.  

There were three recommendations that emerged from these discussions. First, some of the 
roadmap activities were too broad to be actionable because the actual requirements for a 
particular roadmap activity were material and application specific.  For example, the material 
property requirements for secondary aluminum feedstock enabled its use for automotive and 
beverage can applications. By contrast, the low impurity levels for Fe and Si that are required to 
achieve high ductility and toughness in aerospace applications precluded the use of recycled 
aluminum that typically has larger levels of tramp elements. Second, for REMADE to achieve cost 
parity, it needed to understand underlying economics associated with a specific material class or 
application.  Otherwise, the technology that REMADE and its Members developed might not be 
adopted by U.S. manufacturers.  Third, given the impact that the China Import Scrap Ban was 
having on commodity scrap markets and the broader recycling industry, REMADE should identify 
RFP topics that address global scrap market disruptions. 

In parallel, the TLC undertook two activities associated with updating the REMADE Technology 
Roadmap that would also provide potential RFP topics.  First, the TLC and the REMADE Project 
Managers analyzed energy, emissions, and material consumption data to identify which 

https://remadeinstitute.org/s/REMADE-Institute-Roadmap_041118_For-Screen.pdf
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technology development opportunities and material classes offered REMADE the greatest 
opportunity to meet the TPMs. They also conducted interviews with industry members to gain a 
greater understanding of the technical and economic challenges our members faced every day. 
During the interviews, industry members were also asked to identify one project call topic they 
would like to see included in an upcoming RFP. 

Armed with the information it identified through the analysis and the interviews, the TLC held a 
second round of meetings with the TAC, SAC and GC to solicit additional input.  In addition to 
reinforcing their earlier feedback, the committees encouraged the REMADE to make sure that 
the topics they chose were clearly articulated and sufficiently compelling to garner the interest 
of industry members. Following these meetings, and in collaboration with DOE-AMO, the TLC 
finalized the nine RFP topics.  
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 RFP Topics and Technology/Knowledge Gaps (by 
Node) 

The REMADE Institute has organized its activities around five nodes. Four of the nodes align to 
the material life-cycle stages. The fifth node, Systems Analysis and Integration is a crosscutting 
node that addresses systems-level issues that are broader in scope than a particular node. 

• Systems Analysis and Integration 
• Design for Re-X12 
• Manufacturing Materials Optimization 
• Remanufacturing and End-of-life Reuse 
• Recycling and Recovery 

In the following sections, a list of Request for Proposals (RFP) topics for each node is provided. 
For each topic, the associated technology/knowledge gaps (subsequently referred to as gaps) 
that REMADE must address are provided.  The topics and gaps listed in this RFP represent a sub-
set of those identified at the technology roadmap workshop.  Additional topics and gaps will be 
included in subsequent RFPs.  

Systems Analysis and Integration 
The Systems Analysis & Integration node focuses on three primary objectives: (1) developing a 
consistent approach for quantifying and tracking progress toward meeting REMADE Institute 
TPMs, (2) identifying strategic or disruptive opportunities that are broader than any single node, 
and (3) measuring the impact of new technologies or changing demand patterns at a project, 
company, sector, or national level. 

Topic SA-1 Develop a Systems-level Techno-economic Model to Identify Strategies to 
Increase Domestic Recycling by 15% and Profitably Grow Domestic Recycling 
Capacity in the Face of Global Scrap Market Disruptions.  (Full only, REMADE 
funding limit for this RFP topic is $200K, Project duration for this RFP is 12 months) 

Dynamic Material Flow Analysis (MFA) Tools for predicting future consumption rely on historic 
development patterns, but they are unable to predict how sudden market disruptions will impact 
primary and secondary material markets. 

Since the beginning of 2018, the global scrap market has experienced unprecedented disruptions 
as the balance of trade between nations has dramatically shifted. The impact in the US was a 10% 
decrease in scrap exports to our primary customer, China, between 2016 to 2017, requiring the 
US to find alternate markets for 13.2M tons of scrap exports. Although other countries have been 
able to absorb some of the U.S. scrap export volume, these actions have resulted in dramatic 
decreases in scrap commodity prices, placing significant pressure on the profitability of the 

                                                      
12  Re-X is shorthand for recovery, reuse, remanufacturing, and recycling. While not specifically called out in the 

above definition, sub-processes such as disassembly, sorting, inspection, cleaning, and collection should also be 
considered when considering Re-X within the manufacturing industry. 
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domestic waste and recycling industry.  

To help foster development of a more resilient domestic recycling system in the face of potential 
market disruptions, REMADE is seeking Full Proposals to develop a systems-level techno-
economic model of the recycling industry for a single material class (metals, fibers, plastics, or e-
waste).  When completed, this model should allow REMADE and its Members to identify the most 
important actions they can take to help increase the domestic recycling rate by 15% and establish 
a profitable domestic recycling ecosystem, respectively. To achieve these goals, the model should 
be able to: 

• Capture the basic cost structure of the recycling industry at the national and local level to 
understand the relative importance of the following factors on profitability: global scrap price 
volatility, transportation costs, labor costs, equipment costs, collection and separation costs, 
recycling costs, disposal (landfilling) costs, and contamination rates. 

• Evaluate whether the U.S. has the capacity to domestically recycle all of the scrap material it 
generates, including the scrap it has historically exported. If current domestic recycling 
capacity is insufficient, calculate the capital costs required to install the additional capacity 
that would be required.  

• Determine whether the U.S. has the capacity to increase secondary production of key 
REMADE materials to replace secondary materials that have historically been produced 
overseas and imported back into the U. S., as well as the cost required to install additional 
capacity (if required). 

• Identify which aspects of the recycling industry, including installation or development of new 
recycling technologies, would have the greatest impact on the cost structure/profitability of 
Material Recovery Facilities (MRFs) and the broader recycling industry, and the potential 
energy and emissions impacts that would ensue. 

To accomplish this, proposers are encouraged to work with the trade organizations that are 
members of REMADE to compile the requisite information to construct the model. Finally, by the 
end of this effort, proposers are expected to deliver the model in a format that would allow 
REMADE and its Members to quantify the impact that each of the variables listed above (costs, 
recycling capacity, production capacity, technology insertion) plays in achieving a 15% increase 
in recycling rates and improving the profitability of U.S. recyclers. 

REMADE funding for this Full Proposal will be limited to $200K. In addition, the project duration 
is limited to 12 months or less. 

Design for Re-X (Recovery, Reuse, Remanufacturing, and Recycling) 
The Design for Re-X Node is focused on creating industry-relevant methodologies that will help 
designers evaluate the extent to which specific design decisions enable cost-effective Re-X at 
end-of-life, ultimately enabling the design of high-performance products with improved 
materials utilization. Once these methods have been formalized, they will be translated into 
modules that can be integrated with CAD tools.  
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Topic DE-1  Development of Engineering Tools to Generate and Compare Design for Re-X 
Alternatives that Reduce Energy, Emissions, and Material Consumption and 
Promote Material Recovery/Reuse at End-of-life (Exploratory or Full) 

Product design has a major impact on both the technical feasibility and cost effectiveness of 
recycling, disassembly, remanufacturing and reuse; however, expert knowledge about what 
specific steps or decisions designers should make in particular situations is limited. Existing design 
for Re-X strategies/guidelines too often state the obvious (“Have you considered a more recyclable 
material? Have you considered a reversible assembly technology?”) rather than providing design 
engineers with design alternatives that could reduce life-cycle impacts or improve Re-X at end-of-
life. 

To help design engineers make design choices that simultaneously address traditional design 
goals (cost, performance, reliability) and reduce life-cycle impacts, and improve recyclability, 
reuse, and remanufacturing at end-of-life, they need Design for Re-X tools that possess the 
following functionalities.  First, they need to be able to exchange information and data with life-
cycle analysis tools and the computer-aided engineering (CAE)/computer-aided design (CAD) 
tools industry currently uses. Second, starting with an initial design, they need to be able to 
generate design alternatives or recommendations that are based on a set of or ecodesign 
strategies, frameworks, or guidelines that may have been previously developed. Third, they need 
to be applicable to new designs or existing designs. Fourth, they need to provide quantifiable 
information that can be used to assess the relative benefits of different design choices with 
respect to life-cycle energy and emissions, material efficiency, and the potential to recycle, reuse, 
or remanufacture each design at end-of-life.  

To provide design engineers with the feedback they need to understand the life-cycle and Re-X 
impacts of their design decisions, REMADE is seeking proposals to develop analysis tools that can 
be applied both new and existing designs and possess the ability to:  

· Seamlessly extract the geometry and material data required to make these design 
assessments and impact calculations directly from CAD files or other engineering analysis 
tools. 

· Provide product-specific design configuration alternatives that can be iteratively explored 
without manual intervention. This may include the use of generative design methods to 
explore a particular design space. 

· Estimate the life-cycle impact of a design in terms of energy, emissions, and material 
consumption. 

· Quantify the relative benefits of different designs with respect to life-cycle energy and 
emissions, material efficiency, and the potential to recycle, reuse, or remanufacture each 
design at end-of-life.[3] 

 
At the end of the project, proposers are expected to demonstrate the use of these tools for a 
minimum of three different design models (one model for exploratory proposals) that are 
provided by an industrial partner. To address potential concerns regarding proprietary 
information, proposal teams may use publicly available models to demonstrate use of these 
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tools. Proposers demonstrating the use of the tool for existing designs should provide an industry 
baseline to compare life-cycle and Re-X improvements against. Proposers should focus on the 
development and demonstration of tools that assess the impact of design decisions for a single 
Re-X category, such as remanufacturability, disassembly, recyclability, or reuse. 
  
Exploratory and full proposals must demonstrate the ability to seamlessly transfer data between 
CAD files and other files and iteratively perform different design functions without manual 
intervention. The ability to quantify costs within the model is preferred, but not required. To 
ensure the industrial relevance of these engineering tools, proposal teams must include 
substantial collaboration from one or more industrial partners. 
 

Manufacturing Material Optimization 
To reduce energy and emissions in materials manufacturing, the Manufacturing and Materials 
Optimization Node focuses on reducing primary feedstock use and increasing adoption of 
secondary feedstocks. By developing and implementing tools, technologies, and methods that 
facilitate more precise control of manufacturing processes, manufacturers will be able to 
optimize primary feedstock consumption and reliably produce and utilize high-quality, cost-
competitive secondary feedstocks. 

Topic MM-1 Identification of Processing Changes that Would Help Manufacturers Increase 
Their Use of Secondary Feedstocks (Exploratory only) 

The ability to increase secondary feedstock content without adversely impacting properties (e.g., 
plastic/polymer colors) or performance (properties) is limited. 

To help manufacturers increase their use of secondary feedstocks, REMADE is seeking 
Exploratory Proposals that identify how to do so without negatively impacting the properties or 
performance for a REMADE-relevant material system. Depending on the material system and 
application, properties of interest might include tensile or fatigue strength in metals or impact 
strength in plastics. Performance could refer to issues such as flowability during injection molding 
of plastics or cracking during casting of metals. 

Proposers are encouraged to initially study how the relationships between processing, structure, 
properties, and performance change as secondary feedstock content increases, paying particular 
attention to those interactions that are responsible for the property or performance degradation 
that is observed.  Utilizing this knowledge, proposers are expected to explore potential 
processing changes that would allow manufacturers to increase secondary feedstock content by 
10% without impacting properties or performance.  

Although some modeling may be necessary, this topic is primarily intended to be experimental 
in nature. By the end of the twelve-month project, proposers should have identified one or more 
processing changes at the laboratory scale that demonstrate the validity of the proposed 
approach.  

In describing their technical approach, respondents to this topic should provide the following 
information: 
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• Material system they will be studying. 
• Current secondary feedstock content being used by industry today. 
• Factors that have been previously identified as potential root causes for property or 

performance degradation. 
• Avenues the proposal team intends to explore to overcome these factors. 
• Anticipated increase in the secondary feedstock content that could be expected if their 

hypotheses are correct. 
• Potential theoretical limits or upper bounds to secondary feedstock content. 

Proposers who already have experimental evidence that identifies valid processing changes that 
could be pursued to increase secondary feedstock content in manufacturing should respond to 
topic MM-2 rather than topic MM-1. 

Topic MM-2 Development of Processing Approaches to Increase Secondary Feedstock Content 
by 20%, Reuse 10% of Scrap Generated During Manufacturing, and Reduce In-
Process Losses by 15% for REMADE-Relevant Materials (Full only) 

Manufacturing processes developed for primary feedstock are unable to tolerate chemistry or 
performance variations frequently seen in secondary feedstock. Manufacturers often treat complex 
materials lost during manufacturing as though they are scrapped end-of-life products to be 
separated for recycling before they can be reused. Low-cost methods to increase yields and reduce 
in-process losses and defects are not accessible to small and medium enterprises. 

Three approaches that manufacturers have to reduce energy and emissions during processing 
include using secondary feedstocks, reusing scrap generated during manufacturing without first 
separating and recycling it, and improving yields and reducing in-process losses. Each of these 
approaches presents difficulties for manufacturers. 

Secondary feedstock materials are often less attractive to manufacturers because they exhibit 
greater compositional and material property variance than virgin materials. In addition, 
manufacturing processes developed for primary feedstocks are often unable to tolerate the 
chemistry of performance variations frequently seen in secondary feedstocks. With respect to 
the reuse of scrap generated during manufacturing without first separating and recycling it, 
technology that makes it possible for the energy and cost-efficient reuse of scrap in finished 
products is strongly product and process dependent.  Finally, low cost methods to increase yields 
and reduce in-process manufacturing losses require technical expertise that is not always 
accessible to small and medium enterprise. 

To help reduce energy and emissions during manufacturing, REMADE is seeking Full Proposals 
focused on developing processing (manufacturing) approaches to increase secondary feedstock 
content by 20%, reuse 10% of the scrap generated during manufacturing, and reduce in-process 
losses by 15% for REMADE-relevant materials. Materials of interest include, but are not limited 
to: 

• Steel, where: recycled content is ~ 62%, current casting yields vary between 30-60%, and melt 
losses vary between 6-10%. 
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• Aluminum, where: current recycled content is ~ 35%, and third generation die-casting alloys 
show the potential to use up to 100% secondary feedstock, casting yields vary between 30-
60% in some applications, and melt losses vary between 3-6%. 

• Paper, where: current recycled content is ~39% and the use of fillers and other treatment and 
pulping modifications demonstrate the potential to reduce primary feedstock, production 
yields 10-37%, current kraft pulping yields are ~50%, and microwave pre-treatment and net-
generation pulping technologies show a path to improve process yields between 30-50%.  

• Plastics, where only 9% of all plastic is currently recycled and production losses are typically 
1-2%. 

Proposers submitting against topic MM-2 are expected to provide experimental evidence in their 
proposal to show that the processing approaches to be developed demonstrate a rationale path 
toward increasing secondary feedstock content, reusing scrap, or reducing in-process losses.   
Experimental evidence developed by the proposal will be viewed more favorably than 
experimental evidence drawn from the literature. Proposers who have hypotheses on potential 
processing approaches but lack experimental evidence should submit Exploratory Proposals in 
response to topic MM-1. 

By the end of the research effort, proposers are expected to have validated these processing 
approaches in a laboratory environment or a relevant13 environment. 

Remanufacturing and End-of-life Reuse 
To facilitate increased remanufacturing and end-of-life reuse, the Remanufacturing and End-of-
life Reuse Node is focused on three activities: a) improving technologies for assessing the 
remaining life and residual value of products and components, b) achieving cost parity for 
material reuse, and c) developing restoration methods to restore components to “like-new” 
condition. Product design has a major impact on both the technical feasibility and cost 
effectiveness of both reuse and remanufacturing and will be approached in concert with the 
Design for Re-X node. 

Topic RM-1: Increasing Component Reuse by 10% and Extending the End-of-life (EOL) During 
Remanufacturing Through Development of Cost-effective Processes to Repair 
Damaged Components (Exploratory or Full) 

The costs of labor and key remanufacturing processes, such as component repair, limit reuse yield 
and remanufacturing intensity. 

A prior study of remanufacturing has identified the potential to significantly reduce material 
consumption (80-98%), embodied energy (50-90%), and GHG emissions (63-87%)14. Despite 

                                                      
13  A relevant environment is a testing environment that simulates the most import and most stressing aspects of 

an operational environment. 
14 IRP (2018). Re-defining Value – The Manufacturing Revolution. Remanufacturing, Refurbishment, Repair and 

Direct Reuse in the Circular Economy.  Nabil Nasr, Jennifer Russell, Stefan Bringezu, Stefanie Hellweg, Brian 
Hilton, Cory Kreiss, and Nadia von Gries. A Report of the International Resource Panel. United Nations 
Environment Programme, Nairobi, Kenya, pp. 74-80. 
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these benefits, the cost and resulting technical performance associated with existing repair 
processes can still be a barrier to repairing components during remanufacturing.  This solicitation 
seeks proposals that address three remanufacturing scenarios:  

• For products or modules that are currently remanufactured, develop cost-effective repair 
processes that enable an additional 10% of the components to be reused.  

• For products or modules that are currently remanufactured, develop cost-effective repair 
processes that enable previously reused components to undergo at least one more repair and 
reuse cycle. 

• For components where no repair processes exist, develop cost-effective repair processes that 
enable at least 25% of the components to be reused. 

The repair processes that will be pursued should be generally applicable to a high volume 
REMADE-relevant material stream such as iron/steel, aluminum, plastic, or electronics.  Topics of 
interest include but are not limited to development of cost-effective repair processes for high 
strength components that are sensitive to loss of material properties due to thermal effects.  

Proposers responding to this topic must indicate which one of the three scenarios their proposal 
addresses. Baseline data regarding the current reuse, remanufacturing, and/or repair rates for 
that scenario must also be provided. This data and the criteria that are used to determine 
whether components can be repaired and reused should be provided by remanufacturers who 
are members of the proposal team and should be explicitly defined in the proposal in order to 
help justify the cost savings and the increase in reuse rates that would be expected. 

By the end of the research effort, proposers submitting Exploratory Proposals should have 
proven the feasibility of the repair process.  Proposers submitting Full Proposals are expected to 
have validated these cost-effective approaches on actual components in a laboratory 
environment or a relevant15 environment. 

Recycling and Recovery 
Recovering and recycling end-of-life materials offers the potential to divert manufacturing waste 
streams and obtain secondary materials without the costs, embodied energy, and emissions 
resulting from extracting and processing virgin feedstock. To realize this potential, the Recycling 
and Recovery Node is focused on developing and advancing methods and technologies for the 
rapid gathering, identification, sorting, separation, contaminant removal, reprocessing, and 
disposal of high-scrap materials (fibers, metals, polymers, and e-waste). 

Multiple needs have been identified for each recycling topic, each corresponding to a specific 
material class or format. Proposers interesting in responding to any of these topics should 
identify the specific need their proposal is addressing. Proposers are not required to address each 
of the needs listed for each topic. 

 

                                                      
15  A relevant environment is a testing environment that simulates the most import and most stressing aspects of 

an operational environment. 
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Topic RR-1  Improving the Recovery Rate of Metals, Polymers, Fibers, and E-waste by up to 
20% through Development of Cost-effective Material Sorting Technologies 
(Exploratory or Full) 

Technologies for sorting and separating materials are either ineffective, which limits the scrap to 
lower-quality and lower-value markets, or too expensive, which limits the amount of material that 
can be recycled or recovered economically. 

The ability to recover or recycle material is dramatically influenced by the quality of the incoming 
material stream. Although pre-sorting by composition or manual sorting are highly effective, they 
are often not cost-competitive. To increase the recovery rate of REMADE-relevant material 
classes by up to 20%, low cost and effective methods for automated sorting of material streams 
are required. Solutions that are developed should be applicable to large-volume recycling 
markets and capable of adapting to changes in the content and volume of incoming waste 
streams. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, sorting technologies and process for: 

• Sorting different paper grades using techniques such as recycled paper fractionation to 
separate different pulp grades in the process stream. 

• Development of high-resolution, high-throughput materials detection and characterization 
technologies to cost-effectively increase the recovery rate of aluminum. Of particular interest 
are techniques that can distinguish different alloys by series (2XXX, 7XXX) and family (ex. A356 
vs A380) and are independent of surface condition or cleanliness. 

• Recovery and purification of metal from comingled streams such as e-waste. 

Proposals submitted in response to this topic must clearly specify the baseline (including source 
material composition and quantity) for comparing the expected improvement in the separation 
effectiveness (e.g. yield and quality) of the process proposed. Proposers submitting Exploratory 
Proposals against this topic are expected to experimentally demonstrate that the sorting 
technology offers a demonstrable path to improved recovery rates within a lab environment by 
the end of the research effort.  Similarly, Full Proposals are expected to experimentally validate 
the efficacy of the sorting technology in a laboratory or relevant environment.  They should also 
provide prior experimental evidence that the proposed approach will succeed in sorting scrap 
materials.  In both cases, the material used to demonstrate the sorting technology should 
preferably come directly from an MRF or other secondary materials sources such as e-waste 
recyclers, non-ferrous metal processors etc.  

Topic RR-2  Pathways to Increase Recovery and/or Reduce Energy Intensity by 25% through 
Development of Cost-Effective Methods to Clean and Purify Scrap Materials. 
(Exploratory or Full) 

Technologies for cleaning and characterizing materials are either ineffective, which degrades the 
value of the scrap and can lead to secondary feedstock variations, or too expensive, which limits 
the amount of material that can be recycled or recovered economically 

Cleaning and contaminant removal are a major concern that requires significant energy and cost 
to prepare materials for downstream processing. For example, contamination associated with 
single-stream recycling averages 16% of inbound tons to an MRF with an average cost of 
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$140/ton16, with typical contaminants including:  surface contamination, food contamination, 
moisture, and product leave-behind (residual materials that remain at end-of-life or following 
cleaning) for both polymers and paper fiber. To increase recycling rates and availability of 
secondary feedstocks, while also reducing energy consumption, REMADE is seeking proposals 
that address, but are not limited to, one or more of the following opportunities: 

• Techniques to reduce the contamination level for old corrugated cardboard (OCC) below 
0.5%. 

• Improved methods for recycling pulp, including deinking technologies, removal of adhesives 
and “stickies,” fiber cleaning, and fiber separation to enable a 25% reduction in energy and 
reduce fiber yield losses by 50%.   

• Improved methods for removing food and other organic contamination from polymers. 
 
Proposals submitted in response to this topic must clearly specify the current cleaning and/or 
purification practice/technology for the subject scrap material of the proposal that is used to 
reduce contamination levels to establish the baseline for any technologies that might be 
proposed in response to this topic. The baseline is expected to include a brief description of the 
current technology and the level of cleaning and/or purification achieved by that technology.  
Proposers submitting Exploratory Proposals against this topic are expected to experimentally 
demonstrate that the cleaning and purification technologies offers a demonstrable path to 
improved recovery rates and lower energy intensity within a lab environment by the end of the 
research effort.  Similarly, Full Proposals are expected to experimentally validate the efficacy of 
the cleaning and purification technologies in a laboratory or relevant environment. They should 
provide prior experimental evidence that the proposed approach will succeed in cleaning and 
purification of scrap materials.  In both cases, the material used to demonstrate the sorting 
technology should preferably come directly MRFs or other industry sources. 

Topic RR-3  Approaches for Increasing the Recycled Content in Polymer, Fiber, and E-waste 
Feedstocks by 15% (Exploratory or Full) 

Current technologies for processing and recovering recycled materials at appropriate quality levels 
are too expensive for large-scale commercial implementation. Potential integration of downstream 
users of secondary feedstock materials with secondary feedstock suppliers and mixed waste 
processing facilities (MWPF) is not well understood or utilized. 

Increasing the secondary feedstock content in REMADE-relevant materials requires an 
understanding of how secondary feedstocks interact with virgin materials and developing 
suitable approaches for mitigating deleterious effects. REMADE is seeking proposals that develop 
methods to increase recycled content, promote cross-industry utilization of secondary 
feedstocks, or increase recovery by 15%. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to the 
following topics: 

                                                      
16 Susan Collins. 2014. The Changing Waste Stream. Retrieved from  

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-09/documents/changng_wste_stream.pdf.  
 

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-09/documents/changng_wste_stream.pdf
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• Develop more robust processing approaches methods that reduce the concentration and 
ameliorate the effect of tramp elements – between alloy series (2XXX vs 7XXX) or within a 
series of alloys (2XXX). 

• Develop recovery and processing approaches that allow post-consumer recycled plastics to 
replace virgin plastics, particularly in high-value applications.  Examples of improvements 
might include mitigating poor appearance properties (surface textures, flow marks, and 
pitting) or developing processes or formulations to improve physical properties (e.g. 
flammability, mechanical, electrical, thermal stability) or processability. 

• Identify alternative applications and processing approaches that enable large-scale or cross-
industry utilization of secondary polymer feedstocks, particularly for sectors where the use 
of recycled plastics is limited. 

Proposals submitted in response to this topic must clearly specify the comparison baseline (i.e. 
current practice for use of secondary feedstocks and/or disposition of secondary materials such 
as downcycling, export, or landfill) and evaluate the expected improvements resulting from any 
proposed approach to mitigate the deleterious effects associated with the use of secondary 
feedstocks relative to the baseline. REMADE is seeking proposals focused on experimental, rather 
than computational, approaches to increase recycled content in feedstocks. Proposers 
submitting Exploratory Proposals against this topic are expected to experimentally demonstrate 
that the processing approaches offer a demonstrable path to increasing recycled content in a lab 
environment by the end of the research effort.  Similarly, Full Proposals are expected to 
experimentally validate the efficacy of the processing approaches to increase recycled content in 
a laboratory or relevant environment, and they should provide prior experimental evidence that 
the proposed approach will be successful.  In both cases, the material used to demonstrate the 
cleaning and purification technology should preferably come directly MRFs or other industry 
sources. 

Topic RR-4  Doubling the Recycling Rate of Polymer Waste Streams Through Chemical 
Recycling (and Recycling using Solvents) (Exploratory or Full) 

Current technologies for processing and recovering recycled materials at appropriate quality levels 
are too expensive for large-scale commercial implementation.  

The recycling rate of polymers is strongly influenced by the format of the incoming waste stream. 
For some plastics, like PET, traditional mechanical recycling approaches work well for plastic 
bottles, where the recycling rate is ~ 30%.  Unfortunately, mechanical recycling is not effective 
for converting all forms of end-of-life PET (e.g. PET fibers, film, thermoformed packaging, and 
colored bottles) into recycled PET suitable for new PET bottles due to the presence of colorants, 
co-monomers and other incompatible material types (e.g. barrier layers, coatings).  For this 
reason, recycling rates for non-bottle PET are much smaller.   

Other recycled plastic streams (e.g. HDPE, PP and PS) contain mixtures of colored plastics that 
result in a “gray” colored product unless there is considerable cost added through the use of 
colorants or additional sorting based on color, so the use or recycled HDPE, PP, and PS is often 
limited to simple applications where gray or black (easily achieved by adding carbon black) colors 
are acceptable.    
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Some streams of recycled plastics, particularly those from durable goods such e-waste, include 
plastics containing additives such as brominated flame retardants or heavy metal pigments that 
cannot be used in new products due to regulations or consumer concerns.   

Polymers can also only be mechanically recycled a small number of times without significant 
changes in properties relative to those of the original virgin polymer.  Property changes occur 
because of polymer degradation and small amounts of contaminant polymers (due to imperfect 
separations) introduced each time the polymer is recycled.   

Several of these issues are part of the reason for the very small effective recycling rates in the 
US, and why much of the plastics that are recycled actually end up being exported rather than 
being used in domestic manufacturing. If these limitations of mechanically recycled plastics could 
be overcome, consumer products brands (many of which have committed to using recycled 
plastics) could have access to a much larger volume of recycled plastic to use in their products 
without the current limitations in properties or color.   

Because of the growing demand for virgin quality polymers in specific (and often bright) colors, 
there is a growing interest in pursuing alternate technical approaches such as chemical recycling 
and/or solvent-based recycling. Because chemical recycling and/or solvent-based recycling are 
typically more energy intensive and costly than mechanical recycling (though still significantly 
less energy intensive that production of plastics from fossil fuels), these approaches are most 
applicable for materials that cannot be readily purified and/or when there is some other unique 
advantage such as facile (high yield and high selectivity) conversion to chemical intermediates.  
REMADE is seeking proposals for chemical recycling and/or solvent-based processing, extraction, 
and purification. (Please note that the production of fuels, e.g. pyrolysis for recovery of oils and 
/or gas, gasification for conversion to synthesis gas, etc., will not be considered in this 
solicitation.)   Topics of interest include, but are not limited to the following applications: 

• Chemical recycling processes for production of intermediates that can be “dropped in” to 
existing chemical/polymer synthesis plants 

• Chemical recycling processes for recovery and conversion of polyester fibers (as found in 
composite materials such as clothing and carpet) into monomers suitable for the production 
of virgin-quality PET  

• Process technology for the removal of hazardous additives or pigments from polymers (e.g. 
brominated flame retardants or heavy metal pigments) 

• Chemical recycling technology for polymers in which properties tend to decrease significantly 
after a small number of use cycles. 

• Process technology for the removal of pigments to enable production of clear plastics or 
unpigmented plastics that can be readily colored.  

Proposals for fundamental experimental work to establish proof of concept and/or technical and 
economic feasibility of alternative chemical recycling processes (including solvent-based 
processes) are especially encouraged. To avoid replication of previously validated approaches, 
proposers are expected to survey existing technologies and identify those that may have been 
adopted to delineate why the proposed approach would be more successful than prior efforts. 
They should also include an initial economic and energy analysis for their approach relative to 
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virgin material and mechanical recycling.  

To establish a baseline for the proposed technology, proposals submitted in response to this topic 
area should also specify where the proposed chemical recycling technology that will produce 
and/or recover material would fit into the material value chain.17 This information should be used 
to determine the quantity of polymers that might be recycled by the proposed technology.  
Process technologies are sought that offer the potential to consume (in the case of chemical 
conversion) and/or produce large volumes (on the order of 1 billion pounds per year. or greater) 
of recyclable materials. 

Proposers submitting Exploratory Proposals against this topic are expected to experimentally 
demonstrate that the chemical recycling approaches offer a demonstrable path forward in a lab 
environment by the end of the research effort.  Similarly, Full Proposals are expected to 
experimentally validate the efficacy of the processing approaches to chemically recycle polymers 
in a laboratory or relevant environment, and they should provide prior experimental evidence 
that the proposed approach will be successful.  In both cases, the material used to demonstrate 
the sorting technology should preferably come directly MRFs or other industry sources. 

  

                                                      
17 e.g., Is the recovered material a direct substitute for “virgin” chemicals or polymers, will the technology be 

integrated with virgin production processes or will it be a stand-alone process supplying materials in competition 
with virgin materials? 
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 Preparation of Cost Proposals using Budget 
Justification Workbook EERE 335  

The Lead Organization and their subrecipients are required to complete the Budget Justification 
Workbook, Form EERE 335. The subrecipients EERE 335 should roll up into the main budget of 
the Lead Organization. This form is available on EERE Exchange at Budget Justification Forms.  

Lead Organizations must complete each tab of the Budget Justification Workbook for the project 
as a whole, including all work to be performed by the Lead Organization and its subrecipients and 
vendors/contractors, and provide all requested documentation (e.g., a Federally-approved rate 
agreement, vendor quotes). The “Instructions and Summary” included with the Budget 
Justification Workbook will auto-populate as the proposer enters information into the 
Workbook. The Lead Organization must carefully read the “Instructions and Summary” tab 
provided within the Budget Justification Workbook.  

The Budget must break down all proposed project costs into categories of personnel, fringe 
benefits, travel, equipment, supplies, travel, contractual costs to subrecipients and 
vendors/contractors, other direct costs, and indirect costs.  In addition to providing this cost 
category breakdown, the budget form should also identify the type and provider of all cost share 
required to meet the 1:1 requirement. The budget should also identify any key resources that 
the project team intends to acquire.  Guidance regarding cost share requirements is provided in 
Section 2.6 of the RFP. 

  

https://energy.gov/eere/funding/downloads/budget-justification-eere-335-and-3351
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 Preliminary Statement of Project Objectives 
(SOPO) 

A critical aspect of the Preliminary SOPO is the development of Task Descriptions, Milestones, 
Go/No-Go decision points, and Project Management and Reporting.  The information presented 
in the Preliminary SOPO should align with the technical approach outlined in your proposal.  For 
proposals selected for negotiation, the Task Descriptions, Milestones and Go/No-Go decisions 
included in your Preliminary SOPO may need to be revised to produce an acceptable SOPO.   

The preliminary SOPO must not exceed 6 pages when printed using standard 8.5 x 11 paper with 
1” margins (top, bottom, left, and right) with font not smaller than 12 point. Instructions for 
preparation of the Preliminary SOPO and a template are available from the REMADE Institute 
Project Call website. 

Instructions for Preparation of the Preliminary SOPO 

[The instructional red and blue text and attachments below should be removed in the final 
version of the SOPO] 

The following items should NOT be included in the SOPO: 

• Dollar amounts. 
• Specific dates (only include general time frames (i.e. Demonstrate XYZ result by Month 3, 

not Demonstrate XYZ by June 8th, 2013). 

Intellectual property information and other aspects of the project that could be considered 
proprietary or business confidential should be clearly marked in the final version of the SOPO.  The 
SOPO must be marked as follows and identify the specific pages containing confidential, 
proprietary, or privileged information:  

Notice of Restriction on Disclosure and Use of Data:  

Pages [list applicable pages] of this document may contain confidential, proprietary, or privileged 
information that is exempt from public disclosure. Such information shall be used or disclosed only 
for evaluation purposes or in accordance with a financial assistance agreement between the 
submitter the REMADE Institute and the Government. The REMADE Institute and the Government 
may use or disclose any information that is not appropriately marked or otherwise restricted, 
regardless of source.  

The header and footer of every page that contains confidential, proprietary, or privileged 
information must be marked as follows: “Contains Confidential, Proprietary, or Privileged 
Information Exempt from Public Disclosure.”  

In addition, every line and paragraph containing proprietary, privileged, or trade secret 
information must be clearly marked with double brackets or highlighting. 

TASKS, MILESTONES, GO/NO-GO DECISION POINTS 

Note: This content must be consistent with the workscope described in the Technical Approach   

The section should describe the specific activities to be conducted over the life of the project.  

https://remadeinstitute.org/project-call-documentation/
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This section provides a summary of the planned approach to this project and should clearly 
articulate what work must be accomplished to execute the project scope and thus meet the 
established project objectives.    

Tasks: The Preliminary SOPO should identify the appropriate tasks and sub-tasks for the entire 
project and provide a summary of what will be accomplished. Tasks should be organized in a 
logical sequence. They should be divided into 12-month budget periods18 separated by at least 
one project-wide Go/No-Go decision point for any proposed work that will span more than one 
year. A Go/No-Go decision point is not required for exploratory projects, which are limited to 12 
months or less.  For exploratory project that have a logical evaluation point, proposal teams may 
still opt to include a Go/No-Go decision point, but it should be placed before the end of the 
project (M11 or earlier).   

Each task/sub-task is comprised of the following elements: Task Number and Title, Task Duration; 
and Task Summary. 

Task Number and Title: Each task and subtask are to have a unique number and title and indicate 
the approximate duration of the task or subtask in months. Task/Sub-task Titles should be written 
in the form of simple action-oriented sentences describing what will be accomplished.  

Task Duration: The start and end date for each major task and subtask should be defined in terms 
of months from Project Start.  If a 6-month task is schedule to begin month one (designated M1), 
the start and end dates would M1 and M6. 

Task Summary: Each task and subtask are to have a task summary that explicitly describes the 
work to be accomplished and provides a concise statement of the objectives of that task. In 
addition, the Task Summary should explicitly state the project deliverables or expected results 
that this task will help achieve. 

Appropriate milestones and Go/No-Go decision criteria should be incorporated into the task and 
subtask structure. 

Milestones:  The Preliminary SOPO should identify appropriate milestones throughout the 
project to demonstrate success, where success is defined as technical achievement rather than 
simply completing a task.  For example, delivering a report is not an acceptable Milestone. 
Reports are deliverables NOT milestones.  

Milestones should be CONCISE, not more than 1 or 2 sentences.  The minimum requirement is 
that each project must have at least one milestone per quarter for the duration of the project 
(depending on the project, more milestones may be necessary to comprehensively demonstrate 
progress. 

Milestones should also follow the SMART rule of thumb, which is that all milestones should be 
Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Timely (see table below), and the Proposer 
should specify the criteria for measuring and verifying achievement of the Milestone in the 
Preliminary SOPO. To summarize, when preparing your milestones; consider the following two 

                                                      
18 Dates for proposals selected for negotiation will need to be modified to align with REMADE budget periods. 
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questions; What is the event for the Milestone? How will the event be measured; i.e. how will 
you know that the milestone has been achieved.    

The Milestone numbering convention should include the Task and Milestone number, i.e. 
Milestone 1.1, Milestone 2.1, etc. If the milestone applies to multiple sub-tasks, it should be 
placed at the end of the Task and be numbered as Milestone X.Y, where X is the task number and 
Y is the milestone number. If the milestone applies to a single sub-task, it should be placed 
immediately after the sub-task and numbered as Milestone X.Y.Z, where X.Y is the subtask, and 
Z is the milestone number. 

Explanation of SMART Milestones 

Acronym Further Clarification 
S = Specific 
 

Clear and focused to avoid misinterpretation. Should include measures, 
assumptions, and definitions and be easily interpreted. 

M = Measurable 
 

Can be quantified and compared to other data. It should allow for 
meaningful statistical analysis. Avoid "yes/no" measures except in limited 
cases, such as start-up or systems-in-place situations. 

A = Achievable Attainable, reasonable, and credible under conditions expected. 
R = Relevant Fits into the organization's constraints and is cost-effective. 

T = Timely Doable within the time frame given. 

Go/No-Go Decision Points:  A Go/No-Go decision point is a risk management tool and a project 
management best practice to ensure that, for the current budget period or period of 
performance, technical success is definitively achieved and potential for success in future budget 
periods or periods of performance is evaluated, prior to actually beginning the execution of 
future budget periods.  The Preliminary SOPO should have at least one annual Go/No-Go decision 
point for any proposed work that will span more than one year. A Go/No-Go decision point is not 
required for exploratory projects, which are limited to 12 months or less.  For exploratory project 
that have a logical evaluation point, proposal teams may still opt to include a Go/No-Go decision 
point, but it should be placed before the end of the project (M11 or earlier).  

Go-No-Go decision points in the Preliminary SOPO should explicitly and concisely state the 
decision to be made. They should also include the specific technical criteria that will be used to 
evaluate the progress and make the Go/No-Go decision.   

The Go/No-Go Decision numbering convention is G-1 to G-n over project duration. 

Project Management and Reporting: This section should briefly describe relevant project 
management and reporting activities during all budget periods, including any special reporting 
requirements or deliverables.  Identify the key deliverable for each of the tasks.  The deliverables 
should be described at the task/sub-task level as appropriate.  
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EXAMPLE PRELIMINARY SOPO 

Below is an example of a typical task structure. While the example illustrates two Budget Periods 
and three tasks, the specific project work scope will dictate the appropriate number of budget 
periods, tasks and subtasks: 

BUDGET PERIOD X (M1-M12); Project Months M1-M12 

Typically, projects will span 2-3 REMADE Budget Periods.  Text describing the milestone is to be 
inserted into the task structure at the point where prior completed work is expected to confirm 
attainment of the milestone.  Text describing Go/No-Go Decisions and the criteria established to 
make the Go/No-Go decision should be inserted at the end of the Task write-ups for the REMADE 
Budget Period in which the Go/No-Go Decision will be made. For exploratory projects, Go/No-Go 
decision points may be placed before the end of the budget period. 

Task 1.0: Distinctive Title, Date range of the task in months (e.g. M1-M4)  

Task Summary: Task summaries shall explicitly describe what work is to be accomplished, identify 
the project objectives/outcomes being addressed and provide a concise statement of the 
objectives of that task. In addition, the Task Summary should explicitly state the project 
deliverables or expected results that this task will help achieve. 

Subtask 1.1: Title, Date range (e.g. M1-M2) 

Subtask Summary: Describe the specific and detailed work efforts that go into achieving the 
higher-level tasks. 

Milestone 1.1.1 (if applicable) Milestones that reflect work performed in a single sub-task should 
be placed at the end of the sub-task. For example, if a milestone only involved worked performed 
in sub-task 1.1, the milestone would be placed at the end of the sub-task 1.1. 

Milestone 1.1.2 (if applicable) 

Etc. 

Subtask 1.2: Title, Date range (e.g. M3-M4) 

(Continue until all Task 1 subtasks are listed) 

Milestone 1.1 (if applicable) Milestones that result from of the work performed in multiple sub-
tasks should be placed at the end of the Task. For example, if a milestone involved worked 
performed in sub-tasks 1.1 and 1.2, the milestone would be placed at the end of the tasks. 

Milestone 1.2 (if applicable) 

Etc.  

Task 2.0: (continue in the format above until all tasks and subtasks are listed) 

Subtask 2.1: Title, Date range, Subtask Summary Description  

Subtask 2.2: Title, Date range, Subtask Summary Description 

Budget Period 1 Go/No-Go Decision Point: Insert Go/No-Go decision description, including the 
specific technical criteria or basis on which the decision is to be made. 
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REMADE BUDGET PERIOD X+1 (M1-Mn); Project Months 13-Mn+12 

Task 3.0: Distinctive Title, Date range of the task in months (e.g. M13-M14) 

(Continue in the format above until all tasks and subtasks are listed)  

 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING 

This section should briefly describe relevant project management and reporting activities during 
all budget periods, including any special reporting requirements or deliverables.  The 
requirements for all REMADE projects are identified in the bullets below and should not be 
removed19: 

Reports shall be submitted in accordance with the “Federal Assistance Reporting Checklist” and 
the instructions accompanying the checklist.  In addition to the reports specified in the "Federal 
Assistance Reporting Checklist", the Recipient shall submit the following: 

• Bi-weekly progress report (in a format to be provided by REMADE) and call with REMADE 
project manager to review the report. 

• Monthly status reports (in a format to be provided by REMADE) which include schedule and 
budget progress as well as any technical deliverables completed in the month covered by the 
schedule.   Monthly status reports are not necessary in months of Quarterly reports. Monthly 
reports are due no later than the 15th of the month following the month covered by the 
report. 

• Quarterly status reports at the end of each of the four quarters of the project (in a format to 
be provided by REMADE).  Quarterly status reports will include schedule and budget progress 
as well as any technical deliverables completed in the quarter covered by the schedule.  
Quarterly reports are due no later than the 15th of the month at the end of the quarter 
covered by the report. 

• Quarterly technical review (in a PowerPoint template to be provided by REMADE) 

• Final technical report that provides a comprehensive, cumulative, and substantive summary 
of the progress and significant accomplishments achieved during the total period of the 
REMADE Project effort (in addition to a close-out Quarterly report). This report will serve to 
document the Task 7 deliverable (below). 

Identify the key deliverable for each of the tasks.  The deliverables for this project should be 
described at the task/sub-task level as appropriate. NOTE: The following paragraph should be 
retained. 

Additional deliverables (to be included in the corresponding monthly or quarterly status reports 

                                                      
19 To view the instruction for this section, please select the ¶ button on the Home screen of Microsoft Word. To 

avoid running over the 6-page limit for the Preliminary SOPO, you may de-select the ¶ button on the Home screen 
of Microsoft Word prior to submission.  
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and/or quarterly technical reviews or final technical report) as indicated in the task/subtask 
descriptions include the following: 

See the following examples: 

1.   Task 1.0 – The deliverable is a report summarizing the … 

2.   Task 2.1 - (Topical Report or Item (e.g. hardware for testing) Description) 
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